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Abstract 

In order to interpret the results obtained from a microarray experiment, researchers often 
shift focus from analysis of individual differentially expressed genes to analyses of sets 
of genes. These gene-set analysis (GSA) methods use previously accumulated biological 
knowledge from databases such as the Gene Ontology (GO) or KEGG to group genes into 
sets based on their annotations. They aim to rank these gene sets in a \\'ay that reflects their 
relative importance in the experimental situation in question. The objective is that this 
approach reveals sets of genes with subtle but coordinated behaviour implicating specific 
biological processes or pathways in the response under study. 

Several GSA methods have been proposed and debates have ensued on the statistical 
foundations of the different approaches and the various hypothesis tests used. In particular, 
criticism has been directed at methods that rely on a strict cut-off to determine significant 
genes and those that assume genes are expressed independently. 

We show that paralogs, which typically have high sequence identity and similar molecular 
functions also exhibit high correlation in their expression patterns. This, together with the 
fact that the calculation of gene-set significance by all GSA methods is influenced by the 
number of genes in the gene set, means that sets with high numbers of paralogs are ranked 
in a biased manner that reflects more the redundant and dependent nature of para logs 
than any biological phenomenon. 

\Ve investigate the extent of this confounding factor comlIlon to all GSA methods and 
propose a solution in the form of Indygene, a web tool that reduces a supplied list of genes 
to one that is independent with respect to pairwise paralogous relationships. VVe use the 
tool to reanalyse previously published microarray datasets to determine the utility of this 
pre-processing step. 
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Chapter 1 

Background 

1.1 DNA Microarrays 

Gene expression is the process whereby genetic information stored in a stable form such 

as DNA is used as a template to produce functional gene products from the genes that 

encode them. The actions and properties of each cell type at a particular instant are 

largely determined by the diversity and concentration of these expressed gene products. 

13y regulating gene expression the cell can control the concentrations of these gene products 

and therefore their level of activity in the cell. This mechanism of gene regulation helps to 

characterise distinct cell types and allows them to respond to changes in their environment 

(Lod ish ct a I. 20()]). 

The process of gene expression consists of multiple steps, each of which provides the op

portunity for regulation and therefore has the ability to affect the quantity of the resulting 

gene product. Molecular mechanisms affecting the amount of a particular messenger RNA 

(mRN A) start with transcription initiation control e.g. modulation of the levels and/or 

activities of activators and repressors and changes in chromatin structure. Other down

stream mechanisms include regulation of RNA processing and nuclear transport (Lodish 

t'1 ill. :2()()1). Although the rate of synthesis of specific protein gene products is subject 

to mRN A degradation and translational and post-translational control mechanisms, mea

suring mRNA transcript abundance in a collection of cells provides a convenient estimate 

of their levels. By quantifying mRNA transcript levels in cells from different tissues and 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 2 

under different conditions, one can gain insight into the biological mechanisms underlying 

those differences (SilllOll e1 a!. 20m). 

DNA microarrys are tools for quantifying the types and amounts of mRNA transcripts 

present in a sample of cells at a particular time point. Different types of microarrays exist, 

hut they generally consist of a solid support surface on which strands of polynucleotides, or 

probes, have been attached at pre-determined positions. mRNA isolated from a specimen 

is then converted to form labelled polynucleotides, or targets, which are then washed over 

the micro array. The labelled targets then hybridise to probes possessing sufficient \Vatson

Crick complementarity to them, forming heteroduplexes. After washing the excess sample 

off the solid surface. only labelled target that is bound to its complementary probe should 

remam. l'vleasuring the intensity of the target label at each probe on the microarray 

provides an estimate of the relative quantity of mRNA in the specimen and thus the level 

of expression of each corresponding gene (SilIl()1l e1 ,d. :ZOO:l). Advances in fabrication 

technology and techniques have made current microarrays' microminiaturized and highly 

parallel format possible. This together with the rapidly growing number of fully sequenced 

genomes has resulted in devices with the ability to measure the expression levels of all the 

genes in an entire genome (Ilellel' LOOL). 

The two DNA microarray systems most commonly used today are printed, or spotted, mi

croarrays and the Affymetrix GeneChip system (Affnllf'trix III(,. LOOX). These technologies 

dift'er in lIIany rcspect.s including cost, target. preparation awl results analysis. However, 

each technology has individual benefits depending on the specific application for which it 

is intended (Kllllds('1l LOOn. 

1.1.1 Printed Microarrays 

These Illlcroarrays consist of probes of complementary DNA (cDNA), PCR product or 

oligonucleotides that have been printed on a microscope slide by a robotic spotter. Each 

probe is complementary to a unique gene and is normally bound to the surface of the slide 

by a poly-lysine or poly-amine coating (hllllds('li LOOI). I3ecause cDNA probes are generally 

hundreds of bases long, hybridization conditions are relatively specific and cross-reactivity 

is limited. However, the robotic printing process introduces substantial variability in the 

size and shape of the spots, and the distribution of labelled sample across the face of the 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 3 

array is often neither uniform nor consistent across different arrays. This makes compar

isons of gcne expression levels across arrays difficult. This problem is characteristic of all 

printed microarrays, independent of the spotted probe type. To overcome some of this 

interarray variability, two samples labelled with different fluorescent dyes e.g. Rhodamine 

(Cyanine 5, red) and Fluorescein (Cyanine 3, green), are usually co-hybridized on the same 

array. In this case, the second sample may either be a reference for use on all arrays to 

control for experimental variability, or represent a specimen of biological interest. The in

tensities of the two different fluorescence frequencies corresponding to the two samples can 

then be measured using separate laser sources (SilllOlI d il\. ~W():~). For the aforementioned 

reasons, absolute levels of gene expression are not normally determined with this method, 

however a benefit of this technology is that it provides a great deal of flexibility in the 

choice of arrayed elements. Smaller, customized microarrays can be designed for specific 

investigations (1(1I1I<lS('11 2()(11). 

1.1.2 Affymetrix GeneChip Microarrays 

In microarrays produced by Affymetrix, short 25mer oligonucleotides are synthesised di

rectly onto silicon chips using a photolithographic process (F(}dm ('( il\. I 9D 1). In this 

iterative process, each step involves using a mask to control the light actuated synthe

sis and attachment of a single nucleotide to anchors or growing oligonucleotide chains at 

specific positions on the chip. This results in probes on GeneChip arrays being more ho

mogenous compared to those on printed microarrays, reducing interarray variability and 

enabling estimates of the absolute value of gene expression (SilI}()11 (.( ,d, :2ll():~). Therefore 

a single sample is usually hybridized to GeneChips - comparisons of two samples require 

the use of two separate microarrays. 

However, the relatively short 25mer oligonucleotide probes result in substantial cross

hybl'i( liza hOIl. Aff~'lllet rix has a Uempted t.o dpal with t his problem by providing lIlul t.i pip 

probe pairs for each target transcript. For each probe that is a perfect match (PM) to it.s 

target sequence, Affymetrix also includes a mismatched probe (M:-"1) that is identical to the 

PM except for a single nucleotide mismatch located directly in the middle of the 25-base 

probe sequence. The manufacturers argue t.hat a better estimate of the intensity due t.o 

hybridisation to the true t.arget transcript is obtained by subtracting the signal intensity 

at the mismatched probe from that at the perfectly matched probe (.\II\'III('( lix 111(', LO()K). 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 4 

1.1.3 Microarray Data Pre-Processing 

After the hybridisation reaction and stimulation of the array with a laser, an image file 

is created that stores the fluorescence intensities at different pixel locations on the array. 

Image analysis is the process whereby an intensity value for each spot or feature on the 

array is extracted from this pixel-level information using computer software. It consists of 

a number of steps including gridding to locate the spot positions, segmentation or sepa

ration of each spot from the background, foreground intensity extraction and background 

correction. Typical foreground intensity extraction measures involve taking the mean or 

median of the pixel intensities (SilllOll <'I HI. :Wo:J). Background correction is the pro

cess whereby the foreground intensity at each spot is corrected for non-specific binding 

and auto-fluorescence. The intensity attributable to these non-biological effects is usually 

estimated by taking the background signal between spots. However the most common ap

proach is to subtract a globally, or regionally estimated background as opposed to a local 

value that has the potential to introduce more noise into data than is eliminated (I\II11ds('11 

:!()() j ) . 

Importantly, an array normalisation procedure needs to be carried out before gene expres

sion values can be compared between arrays. Intensity imbalances between different RNA 

samples occur because of lloll-biological reasom, alld differellt llorlIlalisclt iOll methods lIlay 

need to be applied depending on the specific effects present on the arrays under study 

(Silltoll ('1 al. 200:3). The aim is to assign similar expression values to genes that are truly 

non-differentially expressed across arrays. This can be accomplished by adjusting the ar

ray expression values according to intensities observed in biologically stable housekeeping 

gCIWS or spiked cont rol glmes that arc artificially introduced into the salllplt~ (1\ 1I11ds('1I 

lO()l). The normalisation algorithms then usc these genes as the basis for performing the 

adjustment and range from simple linear or globalnonnalisations to combination location 

and intensity nonnalisations. 

1.2 Identifying Differentially Expressed Genes 

After the requisite steps, including micro array image analysis, quality control and data 

normalisation have been completed, interarray gene expression levels can be compared. 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 5 

An important application of DNA microarray technology deals with identifying genes that 

are differentially expressed between prespec:ified classes of arrays. The classification of ex

pression measurements from each microarray experiment could be according to differences 

in experimental circumstances, tissue source or some other biological condition of interest. 

The goal is to obtain a list of genes that arc responsible for the biological differences be

tween the classes. Vv'hen the genes in the list have known molecular functions, they can 

help to explain the molecular underpinnings of the class representing the samples under 

study. On the other hand, a gene with unknown function's occurrence in the list of dif

ferentially expressed genes can help to characterise its function (SilllOI1 ('j al. :W0:3). Here 

we discuss the situation of two classes, where the aim is to identify genes that have higher 

expression in one class compared to another. 

Suppose there are Jl and J2 microarrays representing experimental replicates in class 1 

and 2 respectively. The gene expression measurements for a particular gene in class 1 and 

2 can be summarised by the means of their class values, Xl and X2. An early approach 

used the fold change of these mean expression values to quantify a gene's expression change 

between two classes (L('(' ('I a!. ID!lD). Choosing a twofold difference to be significant would 

correspond to identifying genes satisfying IXI - x21 ~ 1 as differentially expressed, where 

the typically used base 2 logarithmic transformation of expression data has been used. 

However, this approach has a high probability of falsely declaring genes to be differentially 

expressed (:\lill('j ('( a!. 20(lI). This is because using fold change alone does not incorporate 

information about the variability of expression values in each class and is therefore not valid 

for making statistical inferences concerning diffcrential expression (:\ llisol1 ('1 al. 20()(i). 

1.2.1 Statistical Hypothesis Tests 

The general starting point for these statistical hypothesis tests is to assume that gene 

expression measurements in both classes are sampled from the same underlying population. 

This is referred to as the null hypothesis. The procedure is then to determine the probability 

of obtaining the observed differences in class measurements, or those more extreme, undcr 

this null hypothesis. This probability is quantified with a so-called P-value that call be 

used to control the proportion of the time the null hypothesis is rejected when it is true. 

The lower this P-value, the more statistically significant the data is said to be and the more 

confident Olle can be in rejecting t lw null hypot hesis and declaring the gene as differentially 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 6 

expressed. 

There have been various test-statistics proposed for such a situation and their differences 

originate from their assumptions about the underlying population distributions. The most 

common of which is the two-sample t-statistic (Sillloll ('t ill. 2()(U), 

where sp is an estimate of the pooled within-class variability, 

(J1 - l)si + (J2 - l)s~ 

J] + J2 - 2 

(1.1 ) 

( 1.2) 

which can be used when equal variance between classes is assumed. si and si are the 

sample variances for class 1 and 2 respectively. When equal variance between classes 

cannot be assumed, '\Telch's t-statistic can be used, where the denominator in Equation 1.1 

is replaced with vsI/,h + sV J2 . The above t-statistic and its variants can be viewed as the 

ratio of between-class to within-class variability of gene expression values. Because of the 

cost awl (lifficuity ill perforlllillg large llI11ubers of ltlicroarray experilllellts, the llumber of 

replicates in each class is often low. This leads to poor estimates of within-class variability 

and can make small fold changes statistically significant when it is underestimated. A 

simple solution is to only consider genes with fold change at least 2, thereby preventing 

low P-values largely occurring as a result of inaccurate variance estimates (l(IlIl<!:-'('1l LOO I). 

Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAl\1) uses a similar approach, where a small constant 

is added to the denominator of the test statistic to circumvent t his issue ("I'lIsl H'l <'l a I. 200 I ). 

Other methods base the within-class variance estimation not only on a single gene's mea

surements, but include variance estimates from all genes present on the array. This ap

proach, called variance shrinkage, uses all the data simultaneously thereby capitalising on 

the highly parallel nature of microarrays. Several methods have been developed (B,ddi 

alld LOllI!, 20m, Cui ('j al. L()O;»), which all seem to work reasonably well and lead to more 

powerful testing when class replicates are low (A II is()1l ('t al. :20()()). 

The above tests all implicitly assume that the gene expression data used follows the nor-
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 7 

mal distribution. Although deviations from the normal distribution have been shown to be 

small for microarray data (Gih·s alld hiplillg :wm), an alternative nonparametric approach 

to determining differential expression is a permutation test. The permutation t-test com

pares the t-statistic, as in Equation 1.1, to the distribution of the t-statistic, t* obtained 

after randomly permuting the class labels of the J1 + h microarrays (SilllOll ('1 al. 2()():~). 

The two-sided P-value from the permutation t-test is estimated by 

1 + # of random permutations where It*1 ~ It I 
P-value = --------=----------'-----'-------'-'-

1 + # of random permutations 

or, when all permutations can be enumerated, 

# of permutations where WI ~ It I 
P -val ue = -----'-------:-:---::--:-:---------~ 

(Jl+J2)! 
(Nh!) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

Another non parametric permutation test that can be used is the \Vilcoxon rank-sum test, in 

which the gene expression values arc replaced with their ranks (Hollalldn alld \\'olf(' I D!)!l). 

The P-value obtained from this test is the same as that obtained when the permutation 

t-test is performed on the ranked data. Although an advantage of this test is that it is 

rclatively insensitive to extreme values, it can also be insensitive to real differences between 

the two classes. This, together with the availability of modem computers able to handle the 

permutations present in the permutation t-test, usually make this the preferred alternative 

(Si JllOll ('1 al. 20m). 

1.2.2 Multiple Hypothesis-Testing 

The effect of multiple testing needs to he considered when hypothesis tests are applied 

across all genes in a microarray experiment to determine which. if any are differentially 

expresspcl. Under the null hypothesis of no I!;erws heinl!; differenl iall~' expressed, an averal!;p 

of 5% of genes will still be identified as significant using a P-value cut-off of C\' = 0.05. 

VVith the number of genes on a microarray often on the order of thousands, this can trans

late into an unacceptable number of false positives (1\Il11ds('1l :!()(ll). Initially developed 

methods, such as the I3onferroni correction, were designed to control the family-wise error 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 8 

rate (FWER). These methods limit the probability of falsely rejecting one or more null 

hypotheses to below the a-value across the entire experiment (SiIll()ll ('1 al. :200:1). 

However, controlling the FWER is a very conservative approach and most biologists are 

willing to accept some erroneous conclusions if this allows for discoveries to be made (Allis()1l 

('t al. 200(j). The false discovery rate (FDR) is the average proportion of false positives 

amongst the genes identified as being differentially expressed. Iklljaillini Hild lIo('hlH'l'g 

(HJ9G) first coined the term FDR and developed a method for controlling it at a specified 

level. After ranking the genes by their P-value from lowest to highest and starting at the 

top of the list, all genes are accepted as differentially expressed when~ 

l 
P-value:::; -q 

'nL 
(1.5) 

where i is the number of genes accepted so far, Tn is the total number of genes tested and 

q is the desired FDR. The FDR can also be estimated by permutation as is done in the 

SAl\f method (Tllsll('l' ('I HI. 20() 1). Here the class labels are permuted and each hypothesis 

test, for example a two-sample t-test, is repeated for all genes. The number of individual 

null hypotheses rejected using the permuted data, divided by the number of individual null 

hypotheses rejected for the unpermuted data gives an estimate of the FDR at the chosen 

n-value. 

1.3 Gene-Set Analysis 

Obtaining a list of genes that can be confidently declared differentially expressed is usually 

the starting poiut of a difficult. Hwl cOIIlplicH ted process of inkrpret Ht iOll. The Hilll is to 

translate the results from a differential expression analysis into useful knowledge about the 

relevant biological differences in a microarray experiment. In an attempt to find patterns 

in such a resulting list, researchers initially sifted through relevant publications and gene 

annotations manually, to find biological themes associated with the genes therein (I\avo 

('t al. 20()1). This can be arduous and time-consuming, with researchers reportedly spending 

approximately 200 hours on the task ill one case (Hosa('k ('\ HI. 20m). 

The creation of the Gene Ontology (GO) (AshhllIIH'l ('I al. 2()(H)), with its consistent and 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 9 

machine-readable gene and gene product annotation system, enabled the development of 

computer software able to perform this type of analysis automatically. A flood of tools for 

this purpose have been developed in recent years, all of which are based on the principle 

of grouping genes into sets, based on their annotations (h: lw I l'i alld ])raghici 20()S). These 

gene-set analysis (GSA) methods then aim to rank these sets in a way that reflects their 

relative importance regarding the observed gene expression changes. The genes annotated 

to the biological themes identified as significant can then be duly illYestigated and assayed 

in a wet-lab environment. Apart from the obvious time- and labour-saving benefits of 

this automatic approach, the incorporation of an independent representation of previously 

accumulated biological knowledge into the analysis has proven to be powerful (Allisoll ('( al. 

l()O()). Shifting the focus from individual genes to sets of genes has also been shown to 

identify biological themes more consistent across independent studies than results from 

single-gene analyses (SlIi>ralllaIliHlI ('I al. lOO;)). 

Although biologists are usually interested in identifying differential expression (Allisoll <'I al. 

l()O(j), and GSA is often used to interpret results from such an analysis, GSA has also been 

used to interpret results from expression cluster analysis. Clustering methods are used to 

form suhgroups of objects where each subgroup, or cluster, contains objects that are more 

similar to each other than objects in different clusters. Unsupervised clustering methods are 

used to discover pattel'lls in a dataset where no additional information about the existing 

structure is known (SilllOll ('I al. 20m). Because of the high dimensionality of rnicroarray 

data these methods have been useful and extensively employed in the visualisation and 

analysis of gene expression data (Aliz(l(kh ('I al. 20()O, TaIWI\'() <'I al. I f)!)<)). \\Then genes 

are clustered according to their expression profiles, the resulting clusters contain genes 

whose expression patterns are most similar to each other with respect to a given similarity 

metric. Although the resulting subgroups are largely dependent on the specific clustering 

algorithm and parameters used, the hope is that the clusters obtained reflect a common 

role or related function of the member genes. GSA has be used to highlight biological 

themes shared by genes that have been clustered together, based on their expression profiles 

(II osaek < 'I a l. :20():3). Others have also used GSA to analyse data from the Serial Analysis 

of Gene Expression (SAG E) (V<'iclll( 'SClI ('I a l. I !)W») and data generated from proteomics 

research (H()sack ('I al. 20m), 

Although the use of annotations from the GO for GSA has been popular since its inccp

tion, other databases such as the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 10 

(I---:allclti:-;a alld Golo :WOO) and the Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB) (Suhrallla

lliall d a!. 20()r)) have also been used. In the following subsection, we give a brief overview 

of the different biological databases and annotation sources that have been used to form 

gene sets in GSA. 

1.3.1 Biological Databases for GSA 

The Gene Ontology project was started to address the need for consistent descriptions of 

gene products in different organisms. The researchers from three different model organism 

databases: Flybase (Drosophila), Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) and the Mouse 

Genome Database (MGD), upon discovering high levels of orthology and functional con

servation between genes in different species, recognised the need for a common language of 

annotation. It has subsequently become the 'gold standard' for annotating genes and gene 

products, expanding to include information from many other genome repositories and en

abling dynamic maintenance and interoperability between them (Hani:-; ('I a!. 20()4). The 

ability to group genes into gene sets based on their GO annotations has also made it a 

routine choice for use in GSA (Yallg ('I al. 200K). 

An ontology consists of a formal set of well-defined terms with well-defined relationships 

that describe a domain of knowledge. The GO consists of three independent ontologies 

that serve as a representation of biological knowledge about the roles of genes and gene 

products in the cell. Terms in the molecular function ontology describe the biochemical 

activity of a gene product, for example 'catalytic activity, 'transporter activity' or 'bind

ing'. The biological process ontology contains terms referring to the multi-step biological 

objective to which a gene or gene product contributes, by the involvement of its molecular 

function. Examples include 'growth' and 'response to stimulus'. Lastly, terms in the cel

lular component ontology refer to the place in the cell where the gene product is localised 

or active, for example 'ribosome' or 'nuclear membrane' C\:-;ltlHlIll<'l ('j id. 20()()). 

The terms are structured in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with more specific terms rep

resented as children of more general terms. The DAG structure allows each term to have 

lIlore than one child or parent, where the parent-child relationships can be of type 'is_a' 

or 'part_of' (ilani:-; <'I al :lO()]). Terms in the biological process ontology can also be 

connected to other biological processes, molecular functions or biological qualities by the 
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CHAPTER. 1. BACKGROUND 11 

'regulates', 'positively _regulates' or 'negatively _regulates' relationships (C(,II(, Olltology 

COli SOlI illlll LOO~). These relationships and their transitive properties allow complex vo

cabulary systems to be developed using reason-based structures (:\shIHllW'I d HI. L()()()). 

They also have important implications for GSA, as annotation of a gene to a particular 

GO term implies that it is also annotated to all parents of that term. This is referred to 

as the 'true path rule' (G(,II(, Olltologv COllsOlt illlll L()()~). A useful consequence of this 

rule is that the level of detail for a GSA can be adjusted by restricting the focus to terms 

at a particular level in the GO DAG. GO SLIMs, available for numerous organisms, have 

been created for this purpose. They consist of high-level terms hand-picked from each 

ontology by experienced biologists and can be used in GSA to obtain a broad overview of 

the important biological themes in a microarray experiment. 

Although the GO 'biological process' ontology contains pathway-related terms, it is not 

intended to represent details of these reaction pathways (:\SIJllllllH'1 ('I (II. L()()()). This type 

of information is available in pathway databases such as KEGG (l(all('his;l alld Guto L()OD), 

GenMAPP (GladstOll(' Illstitlll('s LOOH) and I3iocarta (BioCmta Illc. LOOK), which contain 

manually drawn maps and descriptions of molecular interactions and reaction networks, 

showing the roles of the annotated gene products. Gene sets for GSA have been formed 

by common annotations to terms in these databases. 

Other examples include genes sets based on cytogenetic bands, or chromosomal proximity, 

shared cis-regulatory motifs, transcription factor binding sites or protein domains from 

InterPro C\aJll ilild !(illl LOOK). Moreover, the Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB) 

(Bn)(ld Illst itul<' LOOK) contains five major collections of human gene sets. They were 

developed for use with the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (SlllnHlWllliall ('I HI. 

l()()!)) software, but are freely available for download and use with other GSA tools. The 

collections include chromosomal position, regulatory motif and selected GO term gene 

sets. The remaining two consist of sets of genes co-regulated in microarray studies, and a 

collection of curated gene sets from online pathway databases, publications in PubMed and 

knowledge of domain experts. There are a wide variety of options for gene-set definitions 

for GSA and the choice depends on the specific application and biological question being 

asked. 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 12 

1.3.2 GSA Methods 

Having discussed the sources of information used to construct gene sets, we now turn our 

attention to the specifics of GSA methods themselves. This section details the various 

statistical approaches proposed for exploiting gene-set information in the interpretation 

of microarray data. Using the classification system proposed by G()(,]Wlll and Bllhllllallli 

(:lOOT), GSA methods can be separated into three broad categories. The initially developed 

and most popular met hods start from a list of differentially expressed gelles alld llse a 

statistical hypothesis test to determine which gene sets are over- or underrepresented in 

this list (l\llH t ri and Dragilici 20()G). Methods in the second category attempt to find 

patterns in the entire vector of P-values generated from a differential expression analysis. 

The third category of methods start from the raw expression data and base their hypothesis 

tests on the genes in each gene set in isolation, usually without regard for other genes on the 

microarray (G()('lllan and BllldlllHllll 2()()/). We provide details and discuss shortcomings 

of selected methods from each category in the following subsections. 

1.3.2.1 Strict Cut-Off Methods 

These GSA methods aim to determine whether a gene set is over- or underrepresented 

among the genes satisfying a certain criterion in a microarray experiment consisting of Tn 

genes. Typically, the criterion is based on a strict P-value or FDR cut-off for significant 

differential expression. Given this list of differentially expressed genes. with length mD, and 

t he list of genes in a gene set, with length me, it is possible to constuct a 2 x 2 contingency 

table as indicated in Table 1.1. 

In gene set 
(EGO category) 

Differentially expressed gene me;D 

NOll-differelltiall~' expn~ssed gellP me;IY 

Total me; 

Not in gene set Total 
(~GO category) 
nIGeD 

lIle;'!)' 

me;e 

'fnD 

'(nDr 

m 

Table 1.1: A 2 x 2 contingency table for assessing overrepresentation of a gene set among the 
differentially expressed genes in a microarray analysis. 

The P-value for the overrepresentation of a gene set among the differentially expressed 

genes can be calculated using a statistical test for independence. The null hypothesis, 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 13 

Ha, states that the TnD differentially expressed genes are selected at random from the Tn 

genes on the microarray. An equivalent formulation of the null hypothesis is that. t.here is 

no association bet.ween gene-set membership and propensity to be differentially expressed. 

Fisher's exact. t.est. gives the exact. probabilit.y of obtaining a value at least more extreme 

t.han the observed TnOD, for the random variable AfoD , under t.his null hypothesis. The test. 

is based on the hypergeometric distribution where t.he probability of observing a particular 

value for the random variable AfoD is given by, 

m!;r;!(mO - :r:)!(mo - :r:)!(mDc - mo + :r:)! (1.6) 

The P-value for overrepresentation is then calculated by summing the probabilities of each 

possible realisation of AfoD at least as great as the value observed, given the marginal 

totals in Table 1.1 (Ewalls (llld Graul 20U!)). Alt.ernat.ively, the less biologically interesting 

situat.ion of underrepresent.at.ion of a gene set. can be assessed by considering values at. least 

as small as the observed value for MOD. Popular tools such as Go}'viiner (Z('('I>(,lg ('I HI. 

20m), EASEonline (Hosack ('\ al. 20m) and FatiGO (AI-Sllillmllli PI HI. 200 I) perform this 

type of analysis using Fisher's exact. t.est. The hypergeometric distribut.ion can be approx

imat.ed by the binomial dist.ribut.ion and the normal dist.ribution under cert.ain conditions, 

although this only offers advantages in terms of computational tractability. Tools such as 

CLENCH (Sll<lb al1d !-'<'d()J()fl 2()()1)and GO::TermFinder (13m·I(, ('\ id. 200t) oH'er alter

native st.at.istical t.ests based on these approximate null distributions. Anot.her alternative 

to t.he Fisher's exact t.est is t.he X2 test. which can be used when the expected values of 

t.he cells in Table 1.1 are not t.oo low or unequally distribut.ed, given the marginal totals. 

GOstat (ikissharl band Sp('('d 200!), GoSurfer (Zh()l1g ('\ ,d. 200!) and t.he NetAffx GO 

'\Iining Tool (CIH'llg ('I al. 2()() I) offer this test. \Vhatever the sample sizes and observed 

2 x 2 contingency table cell frequencies, Fisher's exact test, based on the exact null distri

bution of AloD given by t.he hypergeometric distribution, is the recommended option for 

assessing overrepresentation (H intis ('\ it!. 20()7). 

:\ llis()ll ('I al. (20()(i) offer criticism for the methods in this category which test for overrep

resent at ion of a gene set in the list of differentially expressed genes. They argue that by 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 14 

focussing only on the significant genes satisfying an arbitrary threshold, information about 

the continuous evidence supporting differential expression is lost. Pall ('( al. (200S) show 

that the choice of threshold can severely influence the biological conclusions drawn from 

analyses using these methods. More fundamentally, they criticize the statistical models 

themselves, which take the gene rather than the case as the sampling unit, relying on 

gene randomisation to assess significance. C()('IllHIl alld HlIldlllaJlll (:W()7) point out that 

this is inconsistent from a microarray experimental design viewpoint, where a replication 

of the experiment involves a new sample of subjects, which are subjected to the same 

measurements, not a new sample of genes from the same subjects. The models are also 

inappropriate as they are based on the highly unrealistic assumption that gene transcripts 

are expressed independently. G()eman and BllhllIlHnn (:Z007) illustrate the consequences of 

the violation of this assumption by way of a simulation experiment. The simulation shows 

that gene-set P-values are often falsely significant when they contain genes with highly 

correlated expression patterns. For this reason, tests that use sample randomisation to 

assess statistical significance are widely acknowledged as more appropriat.e (:\alll and h:illl 

2()()X) as this results in more realistic P-values and less false positives. 

1.3.2.2 Methods That Use the Entire Vector of P-Values 

The methods in this category were developed in response to limitations in the strict cut-off 

methods described in the previous section. Issues such as their reliance on and sensitivity 

t.o a pre-dPiilled threshold for difI"erential expressioll are problematic, especially when no 

differentially expressed genes are determined. For this reason. these methods instead aim 

to find distribution patterns of gene-set members in the sorted gene list resulting from a 

diflerential expression analysis. 

The lllet hod proposed by A l-Shalllolll ('( al. (200S), divides the list into J( partitions and 

then uses the Fisher's exact test to determine which of the Al gene sets are overrepresented 

in each partition. This approach is similar to that discussed in the previous section, except 

that significant gene sets are determined for each partition and not just for the partition 

of significantly differentially expressed genes. Therefore J( x 111 tests are carried out as 

opposed to the 111 tests in the traditional approach. Using a recommended J( between 

20 and 50, this results in a considerable multiple testing problem, which is addressed by 

calculating FDR-adjusted P-valucs (lkll.i;Il11illi alld Y<'kllt idi :20ll]). The adjusted values, 
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CHAPTER 1. l3ACKGROUND 15 

representing overrepresentation in the K-th partition, are then plotted on a XY-graph 

against the value of the statistic, or P-value for differential expression, corresponding 

to the partition. The authors mention that gene sets found to be significant across a 

range of partitions will appear clustered together in the graph and can be more trusted as 

representing the underlying biology in the microarray experiment (AI-Slwhrour ('1 al. 20()5). 

Another related approach proposed by Breit lillg d al. (:2()OJ) , sorts the list of genes from 

a microarray experiment according to their fold-change. It then iterates over the list, from 

highest to lowest fold-change, calculating a score based on the probability of encountering 

the number of gene-set members observed in the list so far. The minimum score for a 

particular gene-set is called the PC-value and its statistical significance is determined by 

comparing this value to those obtained after randomly permuting the gene list a large 

number of times. 

These two methods only address the issues related to using a strict cut-off and still base 

the calculation of significance on gene randomisation, similarly to the methods in the 

previous section. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (S1l1JlHlllillliall ('1 al. 20W)) ranks 

the genes in a microarray experiment according to their expression correlation with a 

two-class phenotype. The ranked gene list of the form L = {gl, ... , gm} is then used to 

calculate an enrichment score (ES), which reflects the enrichment of genes in a gene set G 

towards the extremes of the list. Gene sets whose genes are non-randomly distributed in 

L, and therefore have a higher ES, arc expected to be more related to the gene expression 

differences between the two phenotype classes. The ES is calculated by stepping down the 

list L and increasing a weighted Kolrnogorov-Smiruov statistic when a gene in G is found 

and decreasing it otherwise. The ES is defined as the maximum value that the running 

sum, I Phil - Pmiss I attains, where 

where InR= L IT~I 
gJEG 

(1. 7) 

and where ,.(gj) = rj is the expression correlation of gene j with the two-class phenotype, 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 16 

p is an exponent to control the weight of the step and me is the total number of genes in 

the gene set. \Vith p = 1, the ES is incremented by an amount dependent on each gene's 

normalised correlation with the phenotype or, in other words, its position in the list. This 

ensures that a relatively uninteresting gene set with genes that are mostly unchanged, 

and therefore concentrated towards the middle of the list L, do not receive a large ES. 

\Vith p = 0, the ES reduces to the traditional Kohnogorov-Smirnov statistic, where ES is 

incremented by an amount only dependent on the gene set size i.e. l/me for a gene in G 

or l/(m - TTle) for a gene not in G. 

To assess the statistical significance of the ES, GSEA uses sample randomisation, rather 

than gene randomisation as in the previously mentioned methods. Each P-value is calcu

lated by comparing the obtained ES to its estimated null distribution, which is obtained 

by permuting the class labels many times and recalculating the ES for each permutation. 

The authors state that this method of determining significance preserves the complex gene

gene correlation structure in the data and produces more biologically reasonable P-values 

(SuhrHl1IHlliHll ('I HI. 2()()5). 

The significance analysis of function and expression (SAFE) (Bel IT\· ('\ HI. L()()!)) is a similar, 

but more general approach to GSEA, providing a framework for gene set hypothesis testing. 

It starts by generating an ordered list of genes based on so-called 'local' statistics, such 

as ordinary t-statistics, and then uses 'global' statistics to detect a shift of the genes in a 

gene set towards the extremes of the list. Examples of possible global statistics include the 

\Vilcoxoll rank sum or the Kohnogorov-Smirnov statistic. As in GSEA, SAFE uses sample 

randomisation to assess the significance of the global statistics. 

GSEA has been shown to produce interesting and biologically relevant results (\io()llw 

('\ HI. 20m), even in cases where no genes were found to be differentially expressed (0: = 
0.05) after a multiple testing correction was applied. The authors of this method also 

show the power of incorporating independently obtained biological information into the 

analysis of micorarray data by using the tool to highlight biological themes consistent across 

multiple studies that share little similarity at the individual gene level (SulmllllHlliHll d ill. 

100:)). However, a number of authors have criticised the approach. D,UlliHll (111<1 C;(Jriill(, 

(LO()n first recognised that the scores assigned to gene sets by GSEA are affected by the 

presence or absence of other gene sets. For instance, some gene sets are 'penalised' as a 

result of the presence of other gene sets containing highly differentially expressed genes. In 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 17 

a review, Allis!)]l ('t al. (20()()) subsequently referred to this situation as a 'zero-sum-game', 

where the weight of evidence supporting differential expression of one gene set is judged 

relative to the other background gene sets. 

(;()(,I1lHU aud BulihllHllI1 (2007) explain these observations by clarifying the differences 

between various GSA methods in a formal manner. Firstly, a distinction is made between 

GSA methods based on their null hypotheses. They are either competitive, H~omp, or 

self-contained, H~elf, where their general formulations are given by, 

The genes in G are as often differentially expressed 

as the genes in GC
• 

No genes in G are differentially expressed. 

where G represents the gene set of interest and GC its complement. Methods of the strict 

cut -off variety are competitive in that they compare the relative enrichment of gene-set 

members in the list of differentially expressed genes, to the complementary or background 

gene list. This is an equivalent formulation to that given for H~omp above. The au

thors show that it is a natural choice for methods testing a competitive null hypothesis 

to determine statistical significance by gene randomisation. On the other hand, assessing 

significance using sample randomisation is the intuitive alternative for methods testing a 

self-contained null hypothesis. GSA methods testing a self-contained null hypothesis will be 

discussed in the following subsection. GSEA is a hybrid GSA method in that its choice of a 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov-like statistic is motivated by a competitive null hypothesis, whereas 

it determines significance of each ES using sample randomisation. (;()('l1lilll aJld BIIIIlIll<l1ll1 

(2()O!) offer this as a reason for its low power in some instances. They also offer strategies 

for transforming existing GSA methods, which test competitive null hypotheses, to ones 

that test self-contained null hypotheses. The latter GSA methods avoid issues relating to 

the relative scoring of gene sets and the problematic assumptions made when performing 

!-,;PllP ran<iomisHtioIl to asspss stat.ist ical si!-';I1ificaw:c. 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 18 

1.3.2.3 Methods That Model the Raw Expression Data Directly 

The main distinguishing factor between methods in this section and the preceding one is 

the lack of two separate steps in the methodologies of the former. These methods start 

from the raw expression data, as opposed to first obtaining a ranked list of genes on which 

to perform post hoc hypothesis testing. 

The SAM procedure uses a t-like statistic to test whether an individual gene in a microar

ray experiment is differentially expressed. SAM-GS, developed by DillU l't HI. (:2007), is 

an extension of the SAM procedure to identify gene sets showing significant differential 

expression. The null hypothesis is self-contained and states that a gene set is not differen

tially expressed across a two-class phenotype. Given a gene set G, where Xl (j) and X2(j) 

are defined as the average levels of expression for gene j in classes 1 and 2 respectively, the 

SAMGS test statistic is, 

where, 

101 
SAMGS = Lei; 

;=1 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

The 'gene-specific scatter' s(j) is a pooled standard deviation over the two classes and So 

is a small positive constant to circumvent issues related to underestimations of variability 

(see 1.:2.1). The SAMGS test statistic gives a summary of the standardised differences of 

all the genes in a gene set. In accordance with its self-contained null hypothesis, SAM-GS 

evaluates significance by way of sample randomisation, where a P-value is calculated by 

comparing the test statistic to its null distribution obtained by permuting thc microarray 

class labels many times (Dillu l'I ill. 20(7). Importantly, SAIVI-GS was developed to detect 

bidirectional gene expression changes. Therefore, a significant P-value merely indicates 

that the genes in the gene set exhibit substantial expression change between the two phe

notype classes without distinguishing between differentially up- or down-regulated genes. 

Although many of the methods already discussed are intended to detect gene sets that 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 19 

are regulated in only one direction, some methods including strict cut-off methods and 

GSEA can easily be altered to test for gene sets with bidirectional gene expression changes 

(Saxl'IlH l'l ,d. LO()G). 

Other methods in this category which test a self-contained null hypothesis include Global 

Test (G()(,lIlall ct al. LOOJ) and a related approach called ANCOVA Global Test (r'dallSJlHltlll 

,\Ild \leisl('l' 200;)). Global Test tests whether subjects, or microarray experiments, with 

similar gene expression profiles have similar class labels, based on a logistic regression 

model. Applied to a gene set, it tests how well the expression profiles of the member 

genes are able to predict the class labels. The Global Test is versatile in that it can be 

applied in diverse microarray experimental design situations including two-class, multi

class, continuous and survival outcome types (COI'IWlll ('1 ,d. ~()();)). Another useful feature 

of this method is that it can be applied to the gene set comprising all the genes on the 

microarray as an initial quality check. If the result of the test is not significant, it is unlikely 

that there are many differentially expressed genes present ((;OI'111H1l ('( a!. 2()0-1). Compared 

to Global Test, ANCOVA Global Test has the roles of class labels and gene expression 

profiles exchanged in regression models, and its authors point out that it performs better 

than Global Test in certain situations (:\lallSlIl<l1l1l <llId \kistl'l' 200!)). 

Lin ('1 <II. (~007) performed a comparative evaluation of the three aforementioned GSA 

methods using a simulation experiment and three real-world microarray datasets. All 

three methods display similar performance, except SAlVI-GS exhibits slightly higher power 

with regard to highly significant, and therefore highly interesting, gene sets. SAM-GS 

however has the comparative disadvantage of only being applicable in the situation of a 

two-class phenotype (Liu 1'1 <II. 20(7). A drawback common to all GSA methods using 

sample randomisation is that a large number of permutations is needed to obtain low P

values. It may also be impossible to obtain P-values below the (} = 0.05 significance level 

in microarray experiments with a low number of replicates in each class (C(H'JIJ(III I't <II. 

~()()-1 ). 

Two other GSA methods which fall into this category arc PathwayRF (1\1111-', ('1 (II. 2()()()) and 

the Learner of Functional Enrichment (LeFE) (Eidtll'll't <11. 2()()/), which both use machine 

learning approaches to analyse gene expression data in terms of gene sets. The field of 

machine learning is involved with the development of computer software that automatically 

improves with experience. Both PathwayRF and LeFE use random forest, which is a type 
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of classifier whose purpose is to place items (in this case microarray experiments) into 

groups based on their attributes (in this case quantitative gene expression information). 

The random forest algorithm builds an ensemble of decision trees based on training gene 

expression data and a measure of performance related to its ability to correctly predict 

the class labels of unseen microarrays. Each tree consists of nodes representing a test of 

an attribute of an item, and branches corresponding to a possible value of the attribute. 

The tree can then be used to classify a microarray experiment not in the training data 

by sorting it down the decision tree from its root to a leaf that provides the resulting 

dassifiea hon (:\ Ii t ch(' II 1997). The randolIl forest's resulting classifiea hOll and error rate is 

obtained by aggregating information from all the decision trees. According to the authors 

of LeFE, this ensemble approach has favourable characteristics such as low bias and low 

variability despite the inherently noisy nature of gene expression data (Fiellle] <'l HI. 20(7). 

LeFE uses a permutation t-test to compare the predictive ability of the genes in a gene 

set to that of other randomly selected genes on the array. In this sense it is competitive 

in nature and establishes statistical significance by gene randomisation. However, useful 

features of the LeFE algorithm include the fact that it assigns importance scores to each 

gene in a gene set. This information can be used to guide subsequent gene-level research 

once an interesting gene set has been found. The LeFE authors also show that their 

approach is not susceptible to gene set size bias as in PathwayRF where larger gene sets 

tend to be ranked higher than smaller gene sets (Eidll('1 <'l ill. 20(7). 

However arguably the most significant distinguishing factor in these machine learning ap

proaches is that they can capture complex nonlinear relationships that may exist between 

genes in a gene set. Gene products often interact in complicated ways that cannot be elu

cidated by simply considering the coordinated up- or down-regulation of a group of genes. 

The decision trees at the heart of the random forest algorithm can capture relationships 

where, for instance, gene product A and 13 need to be down-regulated before gene prod

uct C's up-regulation has a significant effect 011 the biological phenotype or class outcome 

(Lichle] (·t ,d. :lO(7). Such relationships are known to occur in molecular biological path

ways, but it remains to be determined if the relationships hypothesised by tools such as 

LeFE actually exist in reality. 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 21 

1.4 Paralogs 

The concepts of 'analogy' and 'homology' both refer to the presence of similarities between 

compared items. In biology, the word 'homolog' was first introduced to refer to the idea of 

an archetypal body plan in vertebrates, as opposed to analogous body parts that simply 

possess the same function (0\\,('11 1 K4K). After the publication of Darwin's seminal Origin 

of Species (Darwill 1HG!J), the observation of these homologies was used as evidence in 

support of evolution (Huxh·y lSGO). Subsequently, the word 'homolog' has been used to 

denote genes sharing a common evolutionary origin and Fitch (1 ~J(0) made the distinction 

between two specific t.ypes of homologs, terming thelll 'ort hologs' awl 'paralogs'. Ort.itologs 

are genes in different genomes that originate from a single ancestral gene in their last 

common ancestor, and are therefore separated by a speciation event. On the other hand, 

paralogs are genes related by a duplication event (I<u()lIill 2()();») and although they need not 

necessarily be present in the same genome, we restrict our interpretation to this scenario. 

Both paralogy and orthology statements are based on computationally determined se

quence similarity between genes, or sequence or structural similarity between the proteins 

they encode. It is important to note that these statements are in fact inferences, because 

they imply the occurrence of evolutionary events that are unobservable. However, such 

inferences from phylogenetic analyses have proven useful in the interpretation of the vast 

amount of data generated in the post-genomic era and are fundamental to the field of evolu

tionary genomics (K()()lIill :ZOO;»). Orthologs typically have equivalent biological functions 

in different organisms and this property has been used extensively to make predictions 

about gene function. The likely function of an uncharacterised gene of interest can be 

inferred based on sequence similarity to a gene for which functional information is known 

(Eist'll I qqx). 

1.4.1 Evolution by Gene Duplication 

Paralogs, or gene duplicates, also often have related biological functions. The formation 

of paralogous genes can occur by the duplication of single genes, chromosomal regions, or 

whole genomes leading to polyploidisation. It is recognised that the most common fate of 

duplicated genes is deletion or degradation of one paralog (\\'()!ft' illld Shields 1 <)\)7) as the 

redundant copy may result in undesirable increased dosage effects and be an unnecessary 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 22 

burden on the cellular machinery of the nucleosome. However, benefits of retaining a gene 

in duplicate are clear in situations where amplification of the gene product is desirable, 

such as ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes. Apart from cases of immediate benefit, Fisltn 

(192K) recognised the significance of these duplications in terms of their contribution to 

evolutionary innovation. Thereafter, OIIl1() (197()) provided a coherent explanation of how 

genc duplication could lead to the formation of novcl functions and argued that this process 

is the major driving force behind the evolution of gcnomes. Although the principle in its 

purest form has been challenged, it states that aftcr gene duplication, one of the paralogs 

performs the ancestral function while the other is free to undergo otherwise detrimcntal 

mutations, eventually lcading to functional novelty (neofunctionalisation). 

For('p ('1 (\1. (19!)n) put forward an alternativc mode of evolution by gene duplication 

called subfunctionalisation. This is also referred to as thc duplication-degeneration

complementation (DDC) model, where both paralogs undergo complementary loss of gene 

subfunctions in such a way that each gene retains an aspect of the original ancestral 

gene function. Thc result is that cit her the two genes are able to complemcnt or substi

tute for cach other, or that they divergc completely to perform unrelated functions. In 

addition, therc are numerous examples whcre the regulatory sequcnces of paralogs have 

divcrged, allowing the specialisation of each gene's spatial and/or temporal expression 

programme. This process has been dcmonstrated by Hilt illgcl Hlld CalTo]] (:2()07) who 

compared the activity of the paralogs GALl and GAL3 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae to 

that of the unduplicated bi-functional gene in Kl'Uyvemrnyces lactis. Apart from performing 

diffcrcnt functional aspccts of thc infcrred anccstral gcnc, thc duplication has also allowcd 

t he independent rcgulatory optimisation of each paralog, in a proccss the authors term 

'adaptive conflict resolution'. 

] Iv alld ZllHIlg (:20();»), in their analysis of yeast protein interaction and human gene ex

pression data, realised that ncither thc neofunctionalisation nor the subfunctionalisation 

models alone arc sufficicnt in cxplaining the functional divergence of duplicated genes. 

They put forward thc notion of subneofuntionalisation, which consists of an initial stage 

of rapid subfunctionalisation that is often followcd by a prolonged pcriod of substantial 

ncofunctionalisation. This more complex hybrid model explains the initial rctention of 

paralogs despitc their redundancy and early selective constraints (i{oll<inlslio\' ('j <II. :2()O:2) , 

while at the same time accounting for the high numbers of new functions observed. 
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CHAPTER. 1. BACKGROUND 23 

1.4.2 Sequence Analysis Methods for Identifying Paralogs 

The sheer volume of data generated by recent genome sequencing efforts has led to a 

demand for sophisticated analyses of biological sequences. Many methods for sequence 

analysis such as phylogenetic tree reconstruction, sequence alignment and RNA secondary 

structure analysis use probabilistic modelling approaches (()lIlhiu d HI. Hl!)8). In this 

subsection we very briefly discuss computational methods based on pairwise alignment 

t hat call be llsed to filld homologous sequellces. 

The first step in determining whether two DNA or protein sequences have evolved from 

a comlIlon progenitor involves their alignment. Global alignment algorithms, such as the 

:\f eedleman-\Vunsch algori thm (:~ ('cdlcma II a lid \ Vu lls("h 1 q{O), align sequences over their 

entire length, whereas local alignment algorithms, such as the Smith-\Vatennan algorithm 

(Sllli t h aud \ \'al<'nllan 1 !)x 1), align only sub-sequences of each sequence. Because genetic 

material is changed over time and generations through mutations, the alignments usually 

need to take into account non-identical matches such as substitutions, insertions and dele

tions (indels) in either sequence. The optimal alignment sought is the one that reflects the 

evolutionary relationships between the sequences most accurately. This is done using a 

scoring system that takes into account the probability of each residue change resulting in 

a total score that reflects the likelihood that the aligllmellt was produced as a consequence 

of divergence from a common ancestor (E\\"alls and Cnlllt :ZO():)). An example of a simple 

scoring system for DNA sequences is: 

SCORE = (the number of matches) - (the number of mismatches and indels) (1.10) 

However, for protein sequences it is more complicated with scoring schemes using substitu

tion matrices such as PAl'vI (Accepted Point Mutation) and I3LOSUrvl (Blocks Substitution 

Matrices), which reflect the likelihood of different amino acid substitutions having occurred 

based on a trusted dataset. The statistical significance of the best alignment obtained can 

thell be determined by calculating the probability that the alignment arose by chance. 

\Vhen the sequences are long, the number of possible aligmnents can be prohibitively 

high to list exhaustively and dynamic programming approaches, such as those used in 

the Smith-\Vaterman or Needleman-Wunsch algorithms, are more feasible. Even though 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 24 

these offer advantages in terms of improved time complexity, when a sequence is queried 

against a large database of sequences to find homologs, the search may still not produce 

results within an acceptable amount of time. BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) 

(All ~(hlll ('I HI. 19~)()) uses a heuristic technique to limit the search to sequences that appear 

to be the most promising, as well as efficient estimations of statistical significance. This 

has resulted in BLAST's extremely good performance, its replacement of the forerunner 

tool PASTA (LiplIlall alld Pcan';OlI 19~~») and made it a powerful and widely used tool in 

the medical and biological sciences. 

BLAST is cOlIllIlonly used to find paralogs or orthologs of a given seqll(~nce and E-values 

obtained from a query, which indicate the probability of such alignments occurring by 

chance, are often quoted in an analysis. However, I"':()~ki Hlld Goldillg (20(H) point out 

that the hit sequence with the lowest E-value does not necessarily indicate the closest 

evolutionary neighbour to the query sequence in the database. Therefore a low score in 

a BLAST run is not sufficient to imply evolutionary proximity and further phylogenetic 

analysis is normally needed to make such inferences. 

1.4.3 Coexpression of Paralogs 

It is well known that paralogs show a high degree of functional similarity, as mentioned 

previously. Large-scale automatic annotations of gene products to functional terms in 

databases such as the GO have long exploited this fact. Intuitively, one would also expect 

that at least part of the up-stream regulatory sequence of a duplicated gene be copied along 

with the rest of the coding part. Lee el al. (20()2) found that the number of regulatory 

elements shared between paralogs increases with protein identity. This suggests that gene 

regulatory sequences are often co-duplicated with their coding regions. In terms of one form 

of the subfunctionalisation mode of evolution, after gene duplication the regulatory roles 

of each paralog differentiate and are refined according to their H'spective subfllnctions. 

Although initially, and especially in cases where increased dosage requirements or the 

redundant backup of important genes is necessary, they may have correlated expression 

patterns. \'illl :\ oorl ('( al. (2()()J) studied the gene expression networks of Saccharomyces 

ccrcvisiae and their analysis revealed a correlation between the fraction of co expressed 

paralogs and their sequence similarity. 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 25 

\Ve investigate gene expression correlation of paralogous genes in Ambidopsis thaliana in 

the following chapter with the view to investigating their effect on the results obtained from 

GSA. Evidence suggesting that paralogs exhibit three-fold redundancy i.e. in sequence, 

expression and function, has led us to suspect that paralogs may influence these results as 

GSA often involves comparisons between two of these factors. 
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Chapter 2 

Coexpression of Paralogs 

Although Ambidopsis thal'iana is a small uninteresting-looking plant that is commonly 

found growing as a weed, it possesses characteristics such as a small genome and rapid 

life-cycle that have made it a widely-used model organism for researchers in the plant 

sciences. It was the first plant genome to be sequenced (1\.(1\11 ('1 <I!. 2()()O) and much 

research has been done to attribute functional information to its genes and proteins. Here 

we use gene and protein sequence data together with a large collection of gene expression 

experiments to determine the extent to which paralogs in A mbidopsis have correlated 

expression patterns. Vie then investigate the relationship between this correlation and 

paralog sequence similarity and evolutionary time. 

Although our analysis is restricted to this one organism as a case study, it is not unreason

able to expect comparable results in other eukaryotes. The results here also represent the 

starting point of our subsequent analyses where we investigate the effects of paralogs on 

the results from GSA. All custom scripts, unless otherwise specified. were written in the 

Python programming language (nil I H()SS\llll (1wl Dr(1ke L()()1). 

26 
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CHAPTER 2. COEXPRESSION OF PARALOGS 27 

2.1 Materials and Methods 

2.1.1 Paralog Prediction 

\Ve obtained a FASTA format file containing all amino acid sequences in the Ambidopsis 

thaliana proteome from UniProt Knowlegebase (UniProtKB) (eJliPml ~()()K). UniProtKB 

is an expertly curated and largely non-redundant database for protein information. To 

determine candidate paralogs in A mbidopsis, we first forma Ued the FASTA protein se

quence database (formatdb program) and then ran an all-against-all BLAST (blastall 

program, blastp option) locally using the complete proteome as query file. We chose a 

BLAST expectation value (E-value) cut-off of 10-5 (see below for justification) and used 

the XML output format. Other default parameters used include the BLOSUM62 amino 

acid substitution matrix for alignment scoring. BLAST uses a local sequence alignment 

algorithm and this often results in multiple high-scoring sequence pairs (HSPs) for two 

compared protein sequences. Reciprocal hits are another source of duplicate information. 

\Ve took this into account when parsing the BLAST output, producing a maximum of one 

record per protein pair. 

BLAST E-values are not a measure of the overall similarity between sequences, because 

they are probabilistic values based on the likelihood of observing local matches between 

sub-sequences and are also affected by factors such as database size and sequence length. 

We therefore obtained a global percentage sequence identity measure (%ID) for candidate 

paralogs by performing a global alignment using an implementation of the N eedleman

Wunsch algorithm (needle program) from the EMBOSS (Hi("(' ('j ill. 2()()()) software suite. 

A wrapper script was used to run the needle program with default parameters. 

As a simple test to determine whether the chosen BLAST E-value cut-off 10-5 was appro

priate for elucidating the majority of paralogs over a suitably large protein sequence %ID 

range, we repeated the above analysis using 1000 randomly selected amino acid sequences 

from the Arabidopsis proteorne. The %ID frequency distribution for candidate paralogs 

was then compared for two different E-value cut-offs of 10-5 and 10 (default value). 
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CHAPTER 2. COEXPRESSION OF PARALOGS 28 

2.1.2 Calculation of Expression Correlation 

The aim here is to compare expression information of paralogs at the gcne level and there

forc it was first ncccssary to convcrt thc protcin-pair data to that spccified in terms of 

gene-pairs. Although infrequent, it somctimcs occurs that the same protein scquence is 

encoded by multiple gcnes within thc same genome and, because of alternative splicing in 

eukaryotes, single genes often give rise to multiplc protein isofonns (Lodish ('I (II. LOU]). 

To account for this we used information from U niP rot entries to assign genc namcs to each 

protein pair and remove duplicatc and self-matching gene entries from the list of candidate 

paralogs. 

We thcn uscd Affymetrix GeneChip (microarray) data from the Nottingham Arabidopsis 

Stock Centre's (NASC) AffyWatc:h service (Craigoll ('I HI. LO(1) to dctermine whethcr 

gene paralogs exhibit similarity in their cxpression patterns. The data consist of genc 

cxprcssion measuremcnts from over 1500 ATH1 GcneChips used in diverse experiments 

and madc publicly available by NASC betwecn 2002 and 2005. After rcmoval of outlicr 

arrays, multiple array normalisation was carried out using the GCRl'vlA (GC robust multi

array average) method (\\.\1 ('( a!. :20(1), which takes into account thc stronger hydrogen 

bonding of Guanine/Cytosinc nucleotide pairs compared to Adcnine/Thymine pairs. We 

calculated cxpression correlation valucs for all pairs of gencs in the list using this normalised 

mcta-datasct. \\Thcn morc than one Affymctrix probe sct idcntificr (probcIO) was available 

for a particular genc, wc attcmptcd to sclect thc most reliable one based on probcID suffix 

descriptions. As not all known genes are reprcsentcd and probcd on the ATH1 GcneChips, 

it was not possiblc to calculate expression correlation values for all candidate paralogs. 

To quantify !!/~np expression correlation, we used Spcarman's rank correlation coefficient 

(Spearman's p), which is a non-parametric measure of correlation that is robust to outlying 

observations (Silll()1J ('I (Ii. 20m). Unlike Pearson correlation, Spearman's p does not make 

assumptions about the normality of the compared genc expression variables, but on the 

other hand is not as conservative as Kendall's T correlation. For the calculations wc used 

a custom script and the RPy package (:\]or('iul ('( ,d. 200K) to enable usc of the nccessary 

statistical functions in the R Programming Language (H FOllll<iH 1 i()ll :!O()i'\). 
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CHAPTER 2. COEXPRESSION OF PARALOGS 29 

2.1.3 Evolutionary Distance Between Para logs 

We used the method of (Gold mall and Yall!!, 1 q~1) implemented in the eademl program 

from the PArvlL (Phylogenetic Analysis by Maximum Likelihood) program package (Y,lll!!, 

19!J7) to estimate the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (ds ) for 

paralogs. This maximum-likelihood (ML) method requires an explicit lIlodel of codon sub

stitution and chooses parameters for this model that maximise the likelihood of observing 

the two paralog's sequences. The model and parameters obtained are then used to esti

mate ds. Because eademl takes as input the compared paralogs' coding sequences (CDSs) 

aligned with respect to their aligned protein sequences, we first obtained a FASTA format 

file containing all Ambidopsis CDSs from the EMBLCDS database (I-":lllik()y(\ d al. L()()7). 

A wrapper script was then used to run the necessary programs and append ds values to the 

list of paralog pairs. However it was not possible to calculate ds values for all paralog pairs 

as CDSs were not available for all protein sequences initially obtained from UniProtKB. 

2.2 Results and Discussion 

2.2.1 Paralog Prediction 

The structure and function of proteins is directly determined by their amino acid sequence. 

This together with the fact that the genetic code is degenerate makes amino acid sequence 

similarity a more sensitive indicator of homology than nucleotide sequence similarity. We 

determined candidate paralogs in the model organism Ambidopsis using its entire pro

teome and the two-step procedure described in Section 2.1.1. The procedure involved the 

all-against-all comparison of 35007 A mbidopsis protein sequences from U niProtKB and 

the global alignment and scoring of 982254 pairs with BLAST E-values below a cut-off 

threshold of 10-5 . Although this is a cOlIlmonly used BLAST threshold, we conducted a 

simple test to confirm that it reliably elucidates protein pairs covering a substantial global 

sequence identity range. After repeating the two-step procedure with E-value cut-offs of 

10 and 10-5 for 1000 randomly selected proteins, we found that their %ID frequency distri

butions were approximately equal for %ID > 20 with 304 and 293 paralogs found in each 

case respectively. 
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Figure 2.1: Percentage protein id ent ity distr ibu ti on of cJndidat e gene par.log> In I1rdh"lop''' , 
On ly porolog pairs with %ID > 2\1 coold be rel iJbly pm licle<! 

Thc diolrihn!.iollS wcrc very diJrereIll below thi~ threshold, wilh G2:;" ami 7[)3 l'ilraJog~ 

foulld iH Md. C~.,*, re.>pC<'tively ']'h~ r~lat.iwly rpiax",1 E-\'~l lIl> (,ntd,ff of 1Il ],(," 0111", ill 

lIlUllY l'rotpin pai,," with 1",,- XID Hoi, fonud will) lhe cut-oH 01 10-" , 1I0wL'VCr wc are 

i roteresll'd ill ~tI nc!ic!"te paralog3 "it h relatively hip;h sequeHce irl~urit.y as t her;e pair~ (eHrl 

to he tmly hmnolop;o1l' ",ore oft pn t han (h ~ir lower "eoring eount PIparUi , Root (I fJfI9) I'rmlld 

that 00% 01' protCiIl pair" "it h grc<lt.cr t hm. 30XID were hOJJlologoll' , whcrca,,; below 2:;%lLl 

1€'>l8 th,," to% w~w They 11_1 the te,, " ' t,wil i!';ht. zm",' t o dp$l'ihe rhe 20-:>57f,1D "'1':i01'. 

ill whieh pl1ralogy e~nllot hp defillit ively dedamd I1nd helm,. which thcre is an ~xplosioll 

in the uumber of fa lse pOl<i(i,'~"" We (b~refore pr<x-..xl willI lIle tlnal}"i" by wn,ideri ng 

only thOo'" pm t'''iH p~ir8 wi t.h 'Xl ]) > LO, dpspit~ tbe appl1rp~lf arhitrary dieh01omisation 

b~1:"'L'C.llpmalogs I1bo,·c awl h<>low thioS tilH"holc! . 

After I1ttr'butiug gcnc nalll,," to a ll prot-ein pair" and rcmOyillg' rcdundant ~el1c mateI><-,,; 

a,nn th08{' witlloliT ~""odatcd gelle "al IW i" fol'mMiOH, ~77~n p;elle pail~ ren.~ill€'<L Fip;ul'C 

2, I ~hows t hc per('clltap;p SL'qUClKC ident ity di,t rihll1 ion for those ('andidatc paralo!\" wit.h 

'X lD > 20, As expec\ ('<.I, th e lllaJority of ]l~rnlo!';s haw Im,- %lD, but 8urprisi llp;ly 2~i !,;en<' 

pair" with 100% protL~u idcn!.ity ,,-erc fouud, 
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2.2.2 Calculation of Expressio]) Correlat io]) 
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repr,--"""too Oil the minoanay plal foIl Jl 1.JM'<l) aHu Fi!\ur€ 2.2 shows the HI ~l\n ,'xpr""io" 

'·"rn·lati"" for parahd~ a t din",..,,,t 1",..,1,_ of plot.·i" id"Htil Y. A d.·RI' ,",.,,<1 "H" I", 01"''' 

,,-hcrc g"'lC p-xpr,--,,"oll correlation of paI,,101;" tends to '''<Tcase with inerelll<jn!\ protei" 

Sl'<.jllCIlC€ , ilJliiarity, Oil 'tyera~e. pan"Jo~~ with 00- [(wro/(: protPiH ;;equeHl'e id~ntity have 

R slcOHI; (,{> l'l'~lRtio" (i" > (L~) i" tilpil gPllP pxpr"""Jioll pat,tNlls. Fi.o;lll1' 2 .:l di~plays a 

8imilar illc.'1'a8ing trPlId in tpflns of the fract.ion of hi!\hly cocxpresscd (p > (I. ~) paJalo~~ 

at illcrea:;in~' protei" SCqUCllCC ide"tity illten"ak 
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Fi.o;lllP 2I Mean eXp'ess iorl correl,ltion (Spearman', p) of !\"n~ paralof',5 In Arab,dops,s at 
various protein >l'que 'lCe identity leve l, where %10 > 20. Error bars indicdt e t~ stdndard error 
of the est imated mun va lue, 

. .\ ~ t h ('i;(' expr ('i;.~ioll rond" (iO!l \"aIm'S a.-e l;aS('t1 on OWl' ] CoQI i",h,'idun 1 Ini<'roRnay pxppr

imcnts, the cps"lt" prpsentM iwrp arp highly Htati~tieally ~ig"ific""t and providc cvidencc 

in support of th ~ 1l0tiOIl that thc r~!\u]"tol~" "!lU ~odiIl ~ S('(]Uenl' ('i; of ]"l.ralog,~ t ~nd 10 
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Figure 2.1, Fraction of coexpre,y,,:j (S p~", rn a ,,' s Ii > 0-';) gen. p""logs in A,abidopsi_, " I 

V"" Oll ' protein , eq ll ence iden tit y l eveI~, 

l"O-diwrW' (""'" 5e<:tion 1.4_3)_ The ext-ent, of thp obsprvro oorr~lalioll in tl,,> "",p,..>&<ion 

pa11.em" of 1JR!'il.1o!,;" ",1,,0 WR'TlUlt" furt lwr iH\·,,~tiga1.iou iu l .. nm; of tlwir dfed OlL nN111., 

from minoarmy GSA ("'X, Clmptc'- 4)_ 

2.2.3 Evoiut ion nry D istancp RdwP1'1i P anliogs 

We estimnted the evoJmiouUlY tillle Hince th" formation of pllJ·alog.; by illf"",-illg th" ''''lll

he" (.f "}'llC.nymous substitution:; pe r ~y!Lo"ymoll~ sit~ that han> (){,CllllOO to hriull about 

lhp o[",,'rwd ditf"""u"p" in tlll'if "ndootidc op<jlle,wpo. S,VlJou),IIl""s. or oileut, ",,,'leoli,l,, 

oul."tituliow; ar,' ""btititut ion" tlmt tlo not alt ... r th" f'Il('{~I.-.d f"' Lctio,,~1 p,olPill SPqllf'Il""'_ 

l1f'Cau"" (fa" the 1I1oet paIL) thpy Me not ~s'lOCia t cd wit,h a fitnC81< ca--t to the orgalli"ltlil car

ryinll Ih",", umtatioll", Ihf'v Ill~ 1ll01 ~ rcndily rdaitl(~1 thnu nOn"ytlOllymOU" ~u b.;til.u\i<}]Js 

ilud tIl<' "ate at whkh thc)' OCUli' i~ Ilom,ally simi la r' fI<"'OSS tlilT~ " el<t Ken"" ill a gpl<omR 

Thc)' mil t hcrcfore I,.. u",xl Hz; a mo!e';1l1ilr dock to "stimn Ie til" evolutiollary 1 ime t hat h~" 

da~ si,,,,,, thp (h'pliraliOll amI rl ivc,g"nc~ of two paralogou" ""'lu~nL~," (Kaf'iltoo d ill. 

1977), 
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" 

Fig,ure 2, ·j: ExptcsSlon cor,dotion (5pcormon's fJ) of g'enc po'ologs m Arobidop", as 0 funct ion 
of the evolutionary distance (d ,,) between them, 

Wc calculut~'<i thc !lumber of ~yllO!lylllOU" ~uktitutions 1-"-" "j11O!lymOU" "ite (cis) for par

aloge in Ar"b,,)ujiS!s usjll g thdr rorl't,"polLdilLg roding ""fJ'WIlC.·S (CIlSe) and th.· jJJoredll)'<' 

dC"lTibcd ill &~·tiOIl 2,1.3, F ig un- 2 ,j ~how~ expre;.;;ion conelulioll ",tIlLC" of pl\l'"log~ "" 

~ f'l!J~1io" of <is , The smoothed n~1 line ehowe a 1000a lly-wcighTwl polY'lOlHial regr('Z;.~ioll 

trdlllifJur (lowess fUllCTioH ill Il) appli,xl to II", data. \\'e focu" all Th<' r"Rioll wherc 

d,I' <. ·5 U" I"r~e "ulu,,,, of d ,;' arc !lot reliably ~""timak~-L From Ih i:; reg'ion it cun be '*'~, 

thal tl", ,'xpJ!"",iou pa tt" Ju~ of pmulog;; it'n<l to <liw·),g.· OWl' time, We wake the compari

son betweell 'r" .. ellt· and 'oldrr' paralolls explicit iu Fillure 2.5, ,"/,i .. h shows t,wo Iloteh,xl 

hox-alld-whi"ker plot~ for parulog" wh,'re d,,' < 1 ulld tis ;:-: I r"s1)tdiwly, The ll otdJe~ of 

t,he two plots do not, OWJI~p a"d lhi" indi~at.rcs thnt Th~ two medians diffCi sill"ificontly 

and thcre i~ ~I ro"g, e,"ide", .... , to "ugg"",t thut Ihc expr"""ioll patten,,; or ' K~"'"t' pHmlog" 

le ud to be more similu r thull th""" of 'old~J' parulog" (Wih :llCOIl r~llk SU m te,t I'· wllle 

< 2.2 X HI 16)_ 

I" Fig,mc 2 j il is 01"0 illTcrf'Stiull t.o Hot" Tililt a fc,," 'rcccut.· pnralogs haw ,""ry di"similm 

"xplr88iOH patt.ern8 wi th p < - 0.5. TI~' rapid di\'t'rg:eul"" in thei r expre.<sion putt"rH8 

~hortly uft,-[ dupli .. atioll is COl,,;i"tcul " ' ith the subll('Ohlll('t io"ulisn t,ioll IlwJc of' c,"olution 

(sec SrdioOl 1.4_1) 
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' recent' 311d 'older' ge '"' p. r. logs il1 Arabidopsis. 'Recent' . ,1d 'o lder' geoo paraloflS Jre detrn ed 
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Chapter 3 

Indygene Tool 

Despite the fact that paralogs tend to have correlated expression patterns (see Chapter 2), 

many GSA methods either explicitly or implicitly assume that all genes in the microarray 

dataset under study are expressed independently of one another. In this chapter we discuss 

the Indygene tool, which reduces a supplied list of genes to one without paralogous rela

tionships, where the goal is to proceed with GSA thereafter. I3y using a para log-reduced 

gene list that more realistically satisfies the above-mentioned independence assumption, 

the hope is that undesirable effects are diminished and more biologically relevant GSA 

results are obtained. In addition, GSA results obtained using the reduced gene list could 

be used to verify and assess the plausibility of results obtained using the original gene list. 

\Ve evahw.te three difI"erent graph theoretic algorithms ahle to perforlll the reductioll at 

the heart of the Indygene tool and compare their perfonnances in order to determine the 

most suitable candidate. We then discuss the tool's back-end processing system and web 

interface with respect to a typical run using an example dataset. In Chapter .J we apply 

the tool to previously published gene expression datasets to determine its utility. 

35 
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CHAPTER 3. INDYGENE TOOL 36 

3.1 Materials and Methods 

3.1.1 Comparison of Greedy Algorithms for the MISP 

Consider a graph G representing a list of Tn genes and the paralogous relationships between 

them as vertices and edges respectively. A number of graph theoretic algorithms can be 

used to find approximate solutions to the maximum independent set problem (MISP) ap

plied to G. We evaluated three such algorithms: GRAND, GMAX and GMIN, all of which 

use a greedy strategy (see Section :~.:2.1). The simplest algorithm, GRAND, randomly re

moves vertices with non-zero degree until the resulting sub-graph is independent. GMAX is 

similar to GRAND, however instead of randomly removing vertices, a vertex of maximum 

degree is removed at each step. G:v1IN differs from the preceding two algorithms in that it 

selects a vertex of minimum degree to retain at each step. The selected vertex and all of 

its adjacent vertices are then removed from the remaining graph. The process is repeated 

until G becomes empty and the retained vertices form an independent set. 

To evaluate the performance of these algorithms we implemented them in custom Python 

scripts and applied them to real-world data relevant to the intended application. The data 

comprised lists ranging in length from 500 to 10000 randomly selected Amb'idopsis genes 

and we indicated paralogous relationships between gene pairs if their pre-calculated global 

protein sequence identity was> 20% (see Section :2 .1.1). This data was then represented as 

a graph using the adjacency list data structure. In an adjacency list, each of the Tn vertices 

(in this case genes) in a graph is allocated a unique index in the list. The indices of all 

vertices adjacent to a particular vertex (in this case paralogous genes) are then listed at 

the corresponding index in the list. An alternative data structure is the m x Tn symmetric 

adjacency matrix which uses a '1' to indicate an edge between two vertices, represented 

by their row/colulIln numbers, and '0' otherwise. The adjacency list was chosen for this 

application. because it is more efficient when dealing with relatively sparse graphs, as 

arc generated with this type of data. I3ecause the algorithms arc heuristic in nature and 

therefore often yield different solutions when applied to the same dataset morc than once, 

we ran each algorithm 10 times 011 each dataset and recorded the resulting independent 

set sizes and computation times in each case. 
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~.1.:2 lndygene 13ack-End Processing 

Thp inplll tn the Indygeuc baek-cud pm('c:;';ing ~ysteIll is a job fil", which contains the 

uS<'r-inpultt"<i gCI'" list aud otlwr meta-iufonnatilln including the org"uism name, geJ~' 

i,b,tilier typ". timestamp and URi'r dptaik 'l'hf job fi lp.,~,." crPMed by the weh iuterf~ep 

soft w~rp (s",' S<>Niou 3. I 3) ll ron sllhm"" ion l,y ~ 1l8f'l'. Th" pro ('('.'<'in" ")",I<>m if; shown ill 

Figure 3,1 ~nd h"!',ins ,,-ith the parsiug of thc oldest job file iuthc joh 'lllCUC, If ne"cssary, 

AJ[ymelrix probe ~I d"tl\ is us<~1 t" C'''''''''rl mi'T"Mrav prolJdDs 10 tI~,ir t"Orr .. s po", lillg 

"f'le'tIIU"", '1'h" g""e "a""" al e then f'Ompal Pd wit.), each othCI and with illformation 

from liniProtKB to cusure thai ('ach geIll' mUl",/ symool is ,'alid aud unilIU'" 

•. -
• 

Nt_", 
\ p,,,,, '<1 10 . """",_'I'" "", 

.h P,""" 

......... 
,------->0, ~_ 

L .i __ 

, 

Pr<'-romput f'(] protein sillli l ~rity ilLformatio" lor a sdf'f't.r<l srt of Ol'gauism" is used to 

constnwt ~ll ~dj~C~llCy list rpprc'S<'lItatiou of tlw !:~l'" gr~ph , ' I'lop IllPthod llf S<:<-t,ion 

21.1 W"" ll"",i to COlllj",t .. "Iobal protcin ><,qllPIWP illentity yahl~., (%10) for gel)(' pairs in 

diff'p,-<'nt gP1I<JllH"< in Rdvm,c.', Tloi, dRt" tog"t lwr with a uofH;,-'I.:<:tfd ';rI D jlRr~l,-", ,'ut""ff 
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CHAPTER 3. INDYGENE TOOL 38 

is used to determine whether an edge exists between two genes in the graph. The greedy 

GMIN algorithm is then used to reduce the gene graph to a subset of vertices such that no 

edges remain. Finally, this solution is used to construct an independent gene list file that 

can be downloaded by the user via the user interface. 

Simultaneously to the above process, a log file is created that details the status of each 

identifier in the original gene list and any modifications that have been made to it. This 

includes information about unrecognised gene/probeID identifiers or identifiers with no 

associated protein in UniProtKB, redundant or synonymous identifiers and Affymetrix 

probeIDs excluded from the analysis based on the fact that they target more than one 

gene. Paralogs associated with each gene are also included in the log file as this information 

could possibly be used in other analyses. A log sUIllmary is created and included together 

with the full log in a log file that can be downloaded by the user via the web interface. 

3.1.3 Indygene Web Interface 

The Indygene front-end consists of a web application that was developed using the Web.Py 

framework (\\'('hP~' 20()8). The controller handles requests for three dynamic pages, namely 

'Tool', 'Output' and 'About', each of which is generated using the \Veb.Py templating 

system. The default 'Tool' page provides a form for submitting a ncw job to Indygenc and 

requires the user to specify the following: 

• Job title typically consisting of the user's naIlle or a relevant description 

• Organism under study selected from a list of available taxa 

• Criterion for para logy based on minimuIIl protein sequence identity 

• Gene identifier type (gene names/symbols or Affymetrix probe set identifiers) 

• If rd(~wUlt, AH·ymet.rix microanay platforlll selected from a list of those availahle 

• File containing a list of gene identifiers to be reduced 

The controller checks that all required fields have been supplied and if so, constructs a job 

file from this information and saves it in a directory of queued jobs. where it is eventually 
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CHAPTER 3. INDYGENE TOOL 39 

processed as discussed in Section 3.1.2. The user is then redirected to the 'Output' page 

that displays a unique job ID number for future reference if the job is not yet complete. 

This page automatically refreshes periodically and when the job is complete it provides 

links for the user to download the reduced gene file and log file. The default version of 

the 'Output' page provides a search facility enabling users to recall the results from a 

previously-submitted job using its corresponding job title or job ID. The 'About' page 

provides information about the lndygene tool and its purpose and gives contact details for 

the authors. 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Comparison of Greedy Algorithms for the MISP 

The genes in a gene list and the paralogous relationships between them can be represented 

in a graph G as vertices and edges respectively. Reducing a list of genes to one without 

paralogous relationships is equivalent to finding an independent set in G, which is a subset 

of its vertices with no edges. Typically such graphs contain many independent sets of 

different sizes, but in view of the cost and time involved in generating gene expression 

data, we are interested in obtaining the largest independent set possible so as to retain the 

maximum amount of information for further analysis. This is the optimisation version of 

the independent set problem, called the maximum independent set problem (MISP), which 

attempts to find the lar~est independent. sd ill G. MISP is known to be all NP-complete 

problem (Karp 1912) and therefore there are no efficient algorithms to calculate its exact 

solution in a reasonable amount of time. 

Heuristic algorithms for optimisation problems usually involve a sequence of steps, where 

each step involves a set of local choices, each leading to a global solution. Greedy algo

rithms take the locally optimal solution at each step and while they do not always yield 

globally optimal solutions, they can provide useful approximations ((,mlll(,11 ('I (II. 20(J1). 

We consider three greedy algorithms that provide approximate solutions to the MISP, 

namely GRAND, GtviAX and GMIN (see Section :U.l). If a(G) is the size of the maxi

mum independent set in G and d(v) is the degree of vertex 11, Cam (I !l7!l) and Wl'i (1 !lHl) 

both independently showed that 
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,,1(,') 2 L 1;:<1(,,) I 1] (:1 . I) 
,,' 

whirh h,~~ slIhS<.'qllPnt Iy b"<en rd'err,~1 to as th" Cam-Wei theorem (Sa.lmi et aI, 2003), Cam 

(1979) fouwl tlw,t G.\llN oUll'lits all ;ml"'l'enrient set of size ~t le~st t,l w abow bou"rl and 

later GriMs (l!i~;l) prowd dw AAlll(' fOl' G!>.l,\X For a graph G "ith rl~gr""" honll(l~d by il.. 

HalJrinrsson mal Radhakrishwlll (1997) pf(lV(xl that G}'IIN outpllts an imlqwndent set of 

hlze at lew;t 3n (0)./( il. + 2) . Abo, by showill!\ thai G !>. IA X ~all olitl'u I lwo-, eIl ex Solllti ollS 

",hell "Pl'lieil 10 graphs Ihal aw eOlllple(e bip~,·tit", less ~ single perf()('1 matchi"". th",." 

prr)\"oo thaI. tIl(' lIpper limit I'm its gllmant(xxl lower hound is 2<>(G)./(il. I I) . Therd'me 

G"n,,' s !\lIaralllL,-'<.l lowe, boa"d OIl illd~lwwl~1l1 r;ct si~c . sp('dncd in tel..,S of il., is greater 

lhalJ tha i of G"L'\X 

, 
, , 

• o, .... ,! 1 . '''''' 
! .-, , 
• , 
, , • , 
• , , 
• 
! 

.,"" 

Figm,' ~.2: Graph order before and after the appl ,c"tI(Jn of three greedy "I!\orithms for the 
MISP to r"ndom Arab,dopsis gene graphs of Mferln!\ ,;zes, We Indicdte the so lution order 
r"nge over iO re plicdtions in each ca,e The cniin"te ,how, the number of gene, by which the 
Independent Kr.1ph ,,,der exceeds the lower bound given by the C."o-We; theorem 

\\'e emllpm eti I.he prart,iral p prfnrH'~nN' of t he t hnx' wgol'ithms hy applying thell! to !\cue 
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FigUIe 3.3: Mean wmputa tion time, for t h r~ grttdy . igonthm, for t ht MISP "ppll ed to 
rando m Arabidopsis gene g r.ph, of differing me" Wt Indicate Inc mean calculat ion lime over 
10 re plicat ion, in each case 

graphs crearl"] lIsill~ randomly 1\€IlNaletllists ] allgi ]lp; ii ' I ~Ilgl to fwm ~OO l(J I 0000 ralldoIl~Y 

""icctM A mhu/()1'8;" grncs ( . ..,..,.. 5<Jc>t ion :1.2.1) Fignrc :j, ~ and Fignrr :l.:J shm,- t hr rrslll t ing 

indepem]eH1 set size" ,md mmp"! at iOll j.jmes ""peet ivel~ .. , I" Figure 3.2 we plot the numhe! 

of ,';t'lles by whirb ~"ch 1'("Ulling indq"'udelll 3€t €xC<:('tls (h~ luv.'€r ix>und !\iv€n hy nit' 

C'am-Wri Ihoor"!)L GHAI\I) t.rurls to pr(l(illCr indC')>C'llricllt graphs with order neur this 

lower bound and per[nnns t.ile wor"t oj the tllIC'e algorithm" ill 11oi" [esped. 1301h CII!ll\ 

and G~ \ i\X ""jWOV€ on sol utiotls frOI" GRANO hy hllndrods of genes w),,'tl lli(' I\p<pli ord('r 

is high, with GlIllN fillding solut.i olls a t le""t as large '0; Ih",", fnund by CII!AX In tcrlll" 

of col"pul"liomd timO" , l'i gur~ 3.3 shows tlwt G1-1I)\ i~ the n>Ol'lt limE'>-efIi~i€nt . ,,11\0";\.11111. 

W" I hrrrfnrr adopt C'd UlL opt imio€tl V€l'siOIl of t his ~I~orjt!lln ill th" ! ml y~m'e tool. 
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:1.'.'..2 An Ex ample Indy~cnc Itun 

Hprp we rlpH<Tihr a typical se"sion with t he Indygene web upplical ioll by ,ubmitting the 

complete li"1 of 22812 pwl...,lO, frorn Ihe AI[ylIwtrix A"Illb!dupsw (AJ"llJ) GelleChi]> rni

ewarray pIal fOlm for lw ludioll . \\,p u""d !.),p upfa.ult. ori t·priol\ for pHrHic'!';.I' of 2OYt, pm/pill 

bC<.juellce idellt.ily a wi , ulJ]lIi t.t oo / hr Ii,,! of prohdl),; to l lldygellc yia I he form on the 'T{)(J' 

paR~ ,)""',, ill F iRllr" :1.'1. AI til(' t illle 01 writill~, I.hc lollowi llg l axa were availablc [or ""k'<.'

\lUn: A"Ill Ina,-,!,s!s. III . "I~Il, " LOlL '" M ,,<I rat I. , addi! iOlJ. t I", f"ll "wi "II .-\ iTv",,,! rix ,ni('rOl'JT"V 

plalfrlnllS wpm ava iIHbl,,' Arahidop"is J\TH I Genollle J\rray. J\rabidopsi' GenolUe J\ rray, 

H,mmll Genome Foen, J\ n ay, Human Gellolne U133 Army /'Iale SeL J/ lUllall Geuome 

U133 Plus 2.0 A.-my, lI ulIH\j, GenolILe U133 Spt,. Huma n GpnollW Cl:J:JA 2.0 Array, HII

man G~ll()me U9~ Set, 

~ 
INDyr.,;I;..NE 
~ 

,"dy .. n.~ "'''' ~""" ."", ... ....,.""' "'~ .... , ~ , ... ~." • _...-.-. .,~ ,,_,~ , ... ", .. 

'''-'' ~",., ... " '"'''''''' ... ,""""" ... .. '""'" ,.,. 
t , JOB TITLE 

V"'K N,,,,, '" " " ""',,"" ,_ " .,.,., 

2. ORGANISM 
~"" L O",oI""Av._T., •. (.:""'" ~ 

l . PARALOG CRITERION "''''''., p,._ """''''''''. ''',,,''..,: Ga. f!I 
4. UPLOAD 

Fi,o;ur" :u, Indy,o;ene 'T()oI' P"R" s hov,ing th e 1"- 01 "",d to subm L! a ge ne li st f", Ix ocess iJlg. 

Thc pr()(:c:;;,oing and reduct iOll of I he ~e"e lisl. lo 11918 illdepelldellt prob"" )), 1 ,,()k approJ1-
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CHAPTER. 3. INDYGENE TOOL 

LOG SUMMARY (TOTALS)· 

FULL LOG" 

17932 Identifiers OK (STATUS=O) 
3577 WARNING:No gene product for Identifiers (STATUS=1); Induded In analYsiS 
341 WARNING:ldentlfiers redundant (STATUS=2); Excluded from analysts 
962 WARNING:Affymetnx ProbelD targets more than one gene (STATUS=)); Excluded from analysis 
o WARNING:Affymetrix ProbelD not recognized (STATUS=4); Excluded from analysis 

Input Identifier Gene 
244901~at 

244902_at 
244903 at 
244903_3t 
244903_at 
244904_3t 
244905_at 
244906, at 
244907 _at 
244908_at 
244909_at 
244910 5 at 
244911_3t 
244912_at 
244913_at 
244914_3t 
244915_5_3t 
244916 __ at 
244917_3t 
244916_at 
244919 __ at 
244920_ 5 at 
244921 5 at 

AT2G07686 
AT2G07683 
AT2G07783 

AT2G07682 
AT2G07682 
AT2G07682 

AT2G07768 
AT2G07751 

Status 
1 

Comments Paralogs 

2449033t has been duplicated 
244903_3t has been duplicated 

244915_5. AT and 244914_AT refer to the same gene 
244916 AT and 244914_AT refer to the same gene 

244922 s at AT2G07674 2 244922_5_AT and 244923_5_AT refer to the same gene 
244923 s at AT2G07674 0 

1~':l..}(;;·X;.·.~'.;".~f..,i"",~~~-::.~ii\1;~~4~·1I'<~~~.~· . .'~:~';;::~~k·~:.~<;:~'':i. .. ; ~"F ~~,;_~:,;/j~\:.'&Ii~i~'&~ ,~,-,~,; 

'.).-',! 

245027 _at AT2G26550 0 ATlG69720 
245028_at AT2G26570 0 AT5G42880,ATlG45545,AT5G55860,AT5G66030,AT4G33390 
245029_at 
2450303t 
245031_at 
245032_at 
245033_at 
245034_at 
245035_ at 
245036_at 
245037. at 
245038_at 
245039_at 
245040_at 
245041. at 
245042_at 
245043_at 
245044_at 
245045_at 

-';_.;"$-~.~$;~<~;'i;_~~ 

AT2G26580 
AT2G26620 
AT2G26360 
AT2G26630 
AT2G26380 
AT2G26390 
AT2G26400 
AT2G26410 
AT2G26420 
AT2G26560 
AT2G26600 
AT2G26520 
AT2G26530 
AT2G26540 
ReYI 
PETM 

AT3G6211O,ATlG02460 ,AT5G48140,AT2G4 3860,ATl G60590,AT3G 16850,ATlG 19170,AT 4G 18180,A
ATlG14140,AT5G09470,AT3G20240,AT5G15640,AT5GOI340,AT2G3382° 

AT3G20820,AT4G28560,ATlG80080,ATlG66830,AT3G05360,AT3G25020,PGIP2,AT3GI2610,AT3G4~ 

AT2G25240,ATlG64010,AT2G14540,ATlG47710,AT2G35590,AT2G3558O,AT2G35570,AT3G45220 
AT5G43850 
AT4G23060,AT5G03960,AT3G09710,AT3G52290,AT5G35670,AT4G00820,AT3G59690,AT5G07240,A
AT3G56960,ATlGI0900,AT3G07960,ATlG77740,ATIG60890,AT3G09920,AT2G41210,ATlG21980 
AT3G63200,AT2G39220,AT3G54950,AT5G43590 
AT5G20390,AT2GOI630,AT3G55780,AT4GI4080,AT5G18220,AT4G26830,AT2G16230,AT4G18340,A" 

AT3G62630,AT2G15760 

43 

Figure 3.5: Excerpts from an Indygene log file resulting from the submission of the list of 
Affymetrix probelDs from the ATHI GeneChip microarray. Grey bars indicate sections of the 
log file that have been omitted. 

imately 30 seconds. Excerpts from the resulting log file are shown in Figure TG. The first 

column of the tab-separated full log, titled 'Input Identifier', gives the gene identifiers (in 

this case AU:vllletrix proheIDs) as supplied hy the user. The second colullln, titled 'Gene' 

gives the corresponding gene symbols when available. Each identifier in the input file is 

given a status code, shown in the third coluIIln, where a value of '0' indicates a recognised, 

valid and unique identifier for which there is a known corresponding protein product. An 

explanation and course of action for each of the other status codes (or warnings) is given in 

the log summary. The duplicate occurrences of identifier '244903 _ at' were given status '2' 

and removed from the analysis. Also, because the probeIDs '244914_at', '244915_s_at' 

and '244916_at', all target the At2g07682 gene, only one of these ('244914_at') was re

tained. An explanation of this is given in the fourth column titled 'Comments'. The fifth 

and final column gives a list of the paralogs identified based on the user-selected %ID 
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CHAPTER. 3. INDYGENE TOOL 44 

cut-off to determine paralogy. 

The 'Output' page provides links enabling the download of the above log file and the 

reduced gene list fih~. The latter contains gene identifiers ill their origillally submitted 

format ready for use in conjunction with any preferred GSA tool. 
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Chapter 4 

Reanalysis of Previously Published 

Datasets 

In Chapter L we showed that paralogs tend to have correlated expression patterns and 

we argued that their presence in microarray gene expression data is therefore likely to 

affect results from GSA. In Chapter :1 we developed Indygene, which reduces the number 

of paralogous relationships in a microarray dataset. Here we use this tool to answer two 

important questions. Firstly, do paralogs in reality significantly affect results from GSA? 

If so, this also means that removing paralogs before performing GSA should significantly 

alter the relative ranking of gene set results obtained. Secondly, do these novel results 

represent plausible hypotheses regarding the biological processes underlying the response 

under study, in a way that is particular to the paralog-reduced dataset? 

To answer the first question we investigated whether performing a gene reduction on a 

real-world microarray dataset using Indygene alters the results from subsequent GSA sig

nificantl~· lIl()n~ so than similar si~(~d randolIl gene n~dllctions. \V(' used a permutatioll 

testing procedure, which involves repeating the GSA many times in order to obtain a level 

of confidence associated with our result. Ideally this procedure should be carried out for 

various GSA approaches, however it becomes computationally expensive for sophisticated 

methods. \Ve therefore restricted our analysis to a relatively simple strict cut-off method 

from the category of GSA approaches discussed in Section I.:U.I. 

To answer the second question we reanalysed previously published gene expression dataset,s 
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using three different procedures: GoMiner, GSEA and SAM-GS. The rationale was to 

establish whether performing GSA on paralog-reduced datasets could reveal novel and 

biologically relevant themes not otherwise found to be significant. Our choice of tools rep

resents a cross-section of currently available GSA methods and the results of our analyses 

are presented in order of their increasing statistical conservativeness (see Section 1.:~.2.1 

and the corresponding subsections below for a review of each method). \iVhen performing 

GSA there are a number of parameters that are under the control of the investigator. To 

ensure impartiality in our choice of dataset, gene set definitions and significance thresh

old we adopted the choices of the investigators who performed the initial analyses on the 

originally published datasets. 

\iVith respect to these comparisons, it should also be noted that any discrepancies high

lighted between different sets of results are anecdotal and not intended to show definitive 

benefits or drawbacks of either approach. 

4.1 Materials and Methods 

4.1.1 Statistical Significance of GSA Results Using Indygene 

Alollso ('j <II. (20m) used the Affymetrix GeneChip platform to examine the gene expression 

patterns in Ambidopsis seedlings and apices, and determined 628 genes whose expression 

levels were significantly altered after treatment \vith exogenous ethylene. Similarly to these 

authors, we performed GSA on this dataset using Fisher's exact test to rank terms in the 

GO Biological Process ontology by their overrepresentation in these genes compared to the 

rest of the genes on the microarray. This GSA approach belongs to the category of strict 

cut-off methods discussed in Section 1.:1.2.1. Apart from issues related to this method's 

assumption that genes are expressed independently, AI('x<I ('j HI. (:!()()(i) noted that the 

complex structure of the GO also introduces dependencies among GO terms in the DAG. 

At present there is no consensus on the most appropriate way to deal with this issue 

when performing GSA, so to circumvent it we restricted our analysis to Plant GO SLIM 

terms, which represent an orthogonal collection of high-level biological themes particularly 

relevant in the context of the plant cell. Although many existing software tools perform this 

type of GSA, we ran the analysis locally to enable the required lllunber of randomisations 
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descri bed below. 

Vie then used Indygene to remove pair-wise paralogous relationships with protein sequence 

identity > 30<Yr awl repeated the above GSA. To quantify the differences between the 

two resulting ordered lists of GO terms i.e. before and after the reduction, we used a 

ranked correlation measure (Kendall's T). Although researchers normally focus on the few 

statistically significant or highly ranked GO terms towards the top of the list, we considered 

the entire list so as to incorporate information about the change in relative ranking of all 

GO terms. 

\Ve determined the statistical significance of this difference by comparing the above corre

lation test statistic to the null distribution of correlation values resulting from all possible 

similar-sized gene reductions. This is a nonparametric significance testing procedure known 

as a randomisation test. I3ecause the number of distinct gene reductions was prohibitively 

large we used Monte Carlo sampling, which considers a fixed number of randomly gener

ated reductions instead of enumerating all possibilities. One thousand random 'samples' 

were used to generate an estimate of the correlation null distribution. 

4.1.2 Reanalysis of GSA Datasets Using Indygene 

\Ve reanalysed previously published gene expreSSlOn datasets used by the authors of 

Go]'viiner, GSEA and SAM-GS to demonstrate the utility of their proposed GSA meth

ods. We selected these three tools, each representing one of the three major categories 

of GSA methods discussed in Section 1.~~.:Z, to determine Indygene's usefulness across a 

broad range of methods. Using the original datasets we compared the GSA results ob

tained before and after removing paralogous relationships with protein sequence identity 

> 30% using Indygene. 

Using GOl\iiner, we reanalysed the Common Variable Immune Deficiency (CVID) gene ex

pression dataset published by Z(~('hcl'g <,j HI. (:ZOOS). The authors used custom microarrays 

to measure the gene expression response to CD3 and CD28 antigens/antibodies in periph

eral blood mononuclear cells (PI3MC) from one CVID patient and six healthy donors. I3y 

comparisons to the healthy donor controls, they identified 57 genes that were significantly 

differentially expressed in the cells from the CVID patient. Using this information, we sub

mitted the original and paralog-reduced gene lists for analysis using the High-Throughput 
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GoMiner web interface. We also used GoMiner to reanalyse the human airway epithelial 

cell transcriptome dataset of Spil'a ('j al. (:200!). The study involved the gene expres

sion profiling of epithelial cell samples obtained at bronchoscopy from 85 subjects, 23 of 

which were healthy and had never smoked. The authors identified 2382 genes that were 

expressed in all of these healthy never-smokers. To find GO Biological Process terms en

riched in these genes, we once again used the High-Throughput GoMiner web interface to 

submit the original and paralog-reduced gene lists for GSA. 

Using the Java GSEA Desktop Application, we reanalysed the five different gene expression 

datasets covered in the article by SUbl'HlWllliall et HI. (200G). The first dataset comprised 

mRNA expression profiles of lymphoblastoid cells from 15 males and 17 females, in which 

the authors aimed to identify cytogenetic gene sets (MSigDI3:C1) and functional gene sets 

(MSigDB:C2) enriched in either gender. The second study involved the identification of 

targets of the transcription factor p53, which regulates the cell cycle in response to various 

cellular stress signals including DNA damage, thereby suppressing tumorogenesis. They 

llsed NCI-60 cancer cell lines to find functional gene sets (MSigDB:C2) enriched in the 

expression patterns of 17 classified as possessing the wild-type p53 gene when compared 

to that of 33 classified as carrying mutations in the gene (Ohi('1' ('j al. 20()2), and vice

versa. Thirdly, they used GSEA and cytogenetic gene sets (:t\1SigDB:C1) to find positions 

of frequent chromosomal alteration in acute lymphoid leukaemia (ALL) or acute myeloid 

leukaemia (AML). The dataset consisted of expression patterns obtained from 24 ALL 

patients and 24 AML patients (A ntlst 101li!, ('j a I. 20()2). Lastly, datasets from two inde

pendent studies were used to determine whether GSEA could identify functional gene sets 

(MSigDI3:C2) correlated with clinical outcome in lung cancel'. The I3oston (Blwl 1 a('\tar.i('(' 

d a I. 20(11) and Michigan (13('('1' ('I a 1. 20()2) studies measured gene expression levels in tu

mour samples from 62 and 86 patients with lung adenocarcinomas respectively, indicating 

patient survival outcome as either 'good' or 'poor'. 

Using R code of the SAM-GS procedure made available by ])illll ('I al. (2()()7), we reanalysed 

the 'p53 status' dataset of Su]mllllalliilil d al. (2()():») using the original and paralog-reduced 

gene lists. Futher details of this gene expression dataset are as indicated above. 
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4.2 Results and Discussion 

4.2.1 Statistical Significance of GSA Results Using Indygene 

The Indygene tool, discussed in Chapter :1, aims to remove the minimum number of genes 

from a gene list that make it devoid of all paralogous relationships, which tend to be 

associated with correlated expression patterns (see Chapter 2). If the presence of paralogs 

does indeed affect results from GSA in a biased nlallll(~r, the elimination of paralagous 

relationships in a gene expression dataset should lead to significantly different GSA results. 

Here we determine whether performing a paralog-reduction prior to GSA tends to generate 

results that are significantly different from those obtained after a random reduction of the 

same number of genes. 

Apart from its industrial importance, made apparent by the fact that it is the most pro

duced organic compound in the world (t\kC()~· ('1 a I. 20()(j) , ethylene is also an important 

compound in biology. In humans, exposure to low concentrations results in mild effects lim

ited to a pleasant odour and a state of euphoria, but in plants it acts as a potent hormone 

with wide-ranging physiological effects. It is involved in important developmental processes 

such as disease/wounding resistance and leaf/flower senescence (.J()hllsoll alld Eckcr 1998). 

Alollso ('1 al. (:Wo:1) measured the genome-wide expression changes in plants in response to 

ethylene. V./e used Indygene to investigate whether the removal of paralogous relationships 

significantly influences the results from GSA applied to this dataset. 

We performed GSA on the original microarray dataset as explained in Section!. j.l and 

compared the resulting list of GO SLIM terms from the Biological Process ontology to 

that obtained after reducing the dataset by 6126 genes using Indygene. The obtained 

correlation value of T = 0.65 quantifies the difference between the ranking of terms in the 

two lists. To determine whether this difference was statistically significant and not merely 

related to the removal of a large amount of genes, we estimated the null distribution for T 

using the t\lonte Carlo sampling procedure described in Section .J.l. j (see Figure -LJ). 

\\Then compared to this null distribution, a non parametric P-value ;::::; 0.007 was obtained, 

indicating that Ow presence of paralogs call si!-';llifinmt ly affect result s from GSA. III other 

words, a paralog reduction as performed by Indygene can result in a significantly different 

GSA term ranking, not simply attributable to gene removal alone. Although this strength-
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Original dataset: unique GSA results 

GO:0008219 - cell dC'ath 
GO,OOlG265 - death 
GO:OO;.HfI211 - 1 11mt· Olgani:-;at inn and biog('IIt':-;is 
GO:0048259 - regulation of receptor mediat.(>d C'ndocytosis 
GO:0045045 - secretory pathway 
GO:0044275 - cellular carbohydrate cat.abolic process 
GO:OOOliOOli - gluco:-;e metabolic proces;.; 
GO:0048193 - Goigi vesicle transport 
GO:0030S32 - regulation of actin filament length 
GO:0007018 - mierotuhule-ba.' ... ed movement 
GO:OOIG052 - carbohydrate catabolic process 
GO:0001508 - regulation of action potential 
GO:0043067 - regulation of programnlC'd c('11 deat.h 
GO:0006879 - iron ion homem;ta..,;i;.; 
GO:0042981 - regulation of apopto:;i:; 
GO:0007265 - Ra.<.; protein signal tran:;ductioll 
GO:0030032 - lamcllipodiuIll hiogeIle:;i;.; 
GO:0009894 - regulation of catabolic process 
GO:OO:.J2940 - secretion by cell 
GO:0007010 - cytoskeleton organization and hiog£'ncsi:; 
GO:0040017 - positive rC'glllatioIl of locomotion 
GO:0051272 - po;.;itiv(' regulation of cell motilit.y 
GO:0006402 - mRN A cat abolic proce;.;s 
GO:0006471 - prot('in amino acid ADP-ribosylat.ion 
GO:0008064 - reglliat ion of actin polymerization. 
(;0:0030036 - actin cytoskeleton organization. 
GO:0048468 - cell d('vciopnlC'nt 
GO:0005996 - monosaccharide met abolic process 
GO:0006996 - organcl!C' organization and biogenesi:; 

Reduced dataset: unique GSA results 

GO:0009225 - nucleotide-sligar lllC'tabolic process 
GO:0042632 - cholesterol hOll1cost a...:;js 
GO:0006890 - rctrograd(' vesicle-mediated transport Golgi to ER 
GO:U000059 - protC'in import into nllcleus docking 
GO:0006692 - prostanoid metabolic process 
GO:0006693 - prostaglandin mdabolic procc:-;s 
GO:0006183 - GTP biosynthdic proc(':-;s 
GO:0007368 - determination of left right symmf'try 
GO:0008543 - fibroblast growth [itctor receptor signaling pathway 
GO:0009799 - determination of symmC'try 
GO:0009855 - determination of hi lateral symmetry 
GO:0030520 - estrogen receptor signaling pathway 
GO:0046039 - GTP llH'taholk procc,.;s 

52 

Table 4.1: GoMiner GSA results indicating GO Biological Process terms significantly overrep
resented amongst the genes expressed in airway epithelial cells from never-smokers. Only those 
terms exclusive to the results obtained from either the original or paralog-reduced list are shown. 
A P-value cut-off of ex = 0.05 was used to determine significance. 

represented amongst the expressed genes. Also, l\lolkrllp ('I al. (2002) found that estrogen 

receptors are expressed in normal lung tissue in both sexes, enabling the 'estrogen receptor 

signalling pathway' (GO:0030520) to respond to the hormone, which is required for the 

promotion of lung function by the maintenance of alveoli (:--' I HSS(l]<) a lld :\ I<ISS(l]"() 20()-l). 

Two of the other remaining terms (GO:0009799 'determination of symmetry', GO:0009855 

'determination of bilateral symmetry') also seem to represent plausible biological processes 

given the importance of airway symmetry. These results show that performing GSA on a 

para log-reduced expression dataset using the GoMiner (strict cut-off) approach can yield 

novel and biologically relevant terms not otherwise elucidated. As Gol\liner and other 

equivalent GSA methods make the same explicit assumption regarding the independent 

expression of gene transcripts, it is reasonable to expect similar findings \\'ith these other 

tools. 
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CHAPTER 4. REANALYSIS OF PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED DATASETS 53 

4.2.2.2 Reanalysis of GSEA Datasets Using Indygene 

GSEA is a popular tool amongst biologists and its use in the analysis of human gene 

expression data has been recommended in recent reviews of GSA methods (Allison ('t al. 

:200G, l\'aJll and Killl :2()O~). This tool starts from a list of genes ranked according to 

their association with the microarray class labels and then attempts to find gene sets 

distributed in a non-random fashion throughout this list, particularly concentrated towards 

its extremes. GSEA falls into the category of GSA methods that use the entire vector of 

P-values from a differential expression analysis and although it does not explicitly assume 

gene expression independence, it does make use of a competitive null hypothesis (see Section 

1.:U.:2). This may cause GSEA to rank gene sets containing paralogous relationships in 

a biased manner. \Ve compared the differences between the results from the reanalysis 

of five different GSEA gene expression datasets before and after eliminating paralogous 

relationships using Indygene. The five dataset,s cover a diverse range of topics, namely 

gender-specific expression differences in lymphoblastoid cells, p53 status in cancer cell lines, 

classification of acute leukaemias and two lung cancer outcome studies (see Section ,1.1.:2). 

SUi>lHlIlCllliall ('j al. (20()!)) used these datasets to show GSEA's ability to detect subtle but 

coordinated expression changes in sets of related genes defined by l\ISigDB (see Section 

I.:~.l). MSigDI3 consist.s of fiV<' 1Ilajor collectiolls of hUlIlall gene sets, but we only make 

use of two of these: MSigDB:Cl, which contains gene sets based on chromosornallocation 

and MSigDB:C2, which contains gene sets based on common roles in metabolic/signalling 

pathways or coregulation in response to chemical/genetic perturbations. The results of our 

analyses, which were obtained using the same significance threshold as these authors, are 

shown in Ta blel.:2. 

On average, the numbers of significant gene sets obtained with GSEA using the original and 

Indygene-reduced datasets were similar (44 and 38 respectively across the five dataset.s). 

This makes intuitive sense as a gene set could potentially become less significant when 

paralogous genes that are interesting are removed, but on the other hand, the removal of 

paralogous genes that are uninteresting could result in greater significance. This is worth 

noting, because one might expect that the removal of a large number of genes would result 

in a significant reduction in statistical power and therefore also the number of significant 

gene sets. 

The original and para log-reduced results for the lymphoblast cell lines dataset were similar, 
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Original dataset: unique GSA results 

[1) Lymphoblast cell lines: 
-Enriched in males: 

TGFBETA C2 UP 

-Enriched in females: 

[2) p53 status in NCI-60 cell lines: 
-Enriched in pS3 wild type: 

P53HYPOXIAPATHWAY 
HSP27PATHWAY 
~lMS _HUMAN _ LYMPH HIGH 24HRS UP 
P53PATHWAY 
KANNAN P53 UP 
P53 BRCAI U-P 
RADIATION - SENSITIVITY 

[3) Acute leukaernias: 
-Enriched in ALL: 

[4) Lung cancer outcorne (Boston study): 
-Enriched in poor outcome: 

TGFBETA CI UP 
HDACI celLoN TSA DN - --

(5) Lung cancer out corne (Michigan study): 
-Enriched in poor outcolne: 

TGFBETA Cl UP 
HSA0001U -GL,7COLYSIS AND GLUCONEOGENESIS 
GLYCOL,'SIS -
GLUCOr-;EOGENESIS 
~lENSE HYPOXIA UP 
VEGFPATHWAY -
RO~1E INSULIN 2F UP 
INSlTLIN SIGNALING 
BHATTACHARYA ESC UP 
VANTVEER BREAST OUTCOME GOOD VS POOR DN 
GLYCOLYSIS AND G-UICONEOGENESIS - - -
ZUCCIII EPITHELIAL DN 
HYPOXIA REVIEW -

Reduced dataset: unique GSA results 

[1] Lymphoblast cell lines: 
-Enriched in males: 

CROONQUIST _ILu_STROI\IA UP 

-Enriched in females: 

CHESLER IIIGHEST FOLD RANGE GENES 
BHATTACIIARYA ESC, UP - -

[2) pS3 status in NCI-60 cell lines: 
-Enriched in pS3 wild type: 

(3) Acute leukaelllias: 
-Enriched in ALL: 

rhrl3q14 

[4] Lung cancer outcom.e (Boston study): 
-Enriched in poor outcome: 

CANCER UNDIFFERENTIATED ~1ETA UP 
MARSHALL SPLEEN BAL -
TRNA SYNTHETASES 
EGF HD~1EC UP 
AMINOACYL -TRNA BIOSYNTHESIS 
ZELLER ~lYC: UP -
HDACI COLON BUTlfiHRS DN 
ZHAN I.1ULTIPLE ~lYELO~IA SUBCLASSES 
MYC TARGETS - -
1\1ENSE HYPOXIA UP 
S~lITH -HTERT UP 
DOX RESIST C;ASTRIC UP 
BASSO_HEGlILATORY _HUBS 

[5) Lung cancer outcome (Michigan study): 
-Enriched in poor outcome: 

DIFF 
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Table 4.2: GSEA results of five diverse gene expression datasets showing gene sets significantly 
enriched in the phenotype indicated. Functional gene sets (MSigOB:C2) were used in all cases, 
except for the leukaemia dataset where cytogenetic gene sets (MSigOB:Cl) were used. Only 
those sets exclusive to the results obtained from either the original or para log-reduced list are 
shown. A threshold of FOR :<:: 0.25 was used to determine significance. 
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with the latter revealing one gene set enriched in males and two in females, which did not 

occur with the former. According to MSigDB:C2, the gene set attributed to work by 

('\"()ouCjuist e( al. (:wm) indicates "genes upregulated in multiple myeloma cells exposed 

to the pro-proliferative cytokine IL-6 versus those co-cultured with bone marrow stromal 

cells". The relevance of this gene set and the sets based on studies by Ch('sler ('I al. (20()fi) 

and BhatladwlYH ('( HI. (200!) to gender-specific expression differences is not clear. The 

significance of these gene sets may be artifactual and due to confounding factors such as a 

gender-biased sampling programme in these studies. 

No significalltly ellriehed gelle sets unique to the paralog-reduced 'p53 status' dataset were 

found. However, the one significantly enriched gene set unique to the paralog-reduced 

'acute leukaemias' dataset corresponds to the 13q14 cytogenetic location (,MSigDB:C1:

chr13q14') containing the RB gene, which is often deleted or translocated in patients with 

Al\1L, but rarely in ALL (Tallaka d al. 1999). This evidence confirms the importance of 

this gene set regarding expression differences between acute leukaemia subclasses. 

Unlike the 'Michigan lung cancer outcome' study, analysis of its Boston counterpart yielded 

lllany significantly enriched gene sets unique to the paralog-reduced dataset and a number 

of these are plausible contributers to the poor outcome observed. 'MSigDB:C2:CAN

CER_ UNDIFFERENTIATED _META_ UP' is a gene set comprised of 69 genes com

monly upregulated in undifferentiated cancer. Undifferentiated cancers tend to be more 

lllalignant thall wdl-differentiated cancers, possibly explaining the association betweell this 

gene set and a poor survival outcome. Also, the 'MSigDB:C2:ZELLER_MYC _ UP' and 

'MSigDB:C2:l\lYC _ TARGETS' gene sets contain genes that are up-regulated, or other

wise responsive, to Myc. The Myc protein is a transcription factor that stimulates the 

expression of many genes involved in cell-cycle progression. Its overexpression has also 

been associated with many types of cancer (Lo<iish ('( a I. 20()J). Furthermore, Bents ('I al. 

(19%) and C; rol zer ('I a I. (2001) found that high Myc expression is correlated with a poor 

outcome in patients with breast and brain cancers respectively. It is conceivable that a 

siIllilar relationship exists in the case of lung cancer. Explanations for the other signif

icantly enriched gene sets unique to the paralog-reduced dataset are not apparent, but 

could provide novel hypotheses for future investigation. 
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4.2.2.3 Reanalysis of SAM-GS Dataset Using Indygene 

SAM-GS is a member of the category of GSA methods that model the raw expression 

data directly (see Section 1.;{.2.:3) and was recently developed by Dillll <'l al. (2007) amid 

concerns about the statistical foundations of other popular GSA methods, such as GoMiner 

and GSEA. It has not drawn criticism aimed at its statistical approach to the same extent 

that these other methods have, but it has not yet garnered much of a following amongst 

biologists either. This may be due to its testing procedure that uses a self-contained 

null hypothesis, which is invariably more powerful than those based on competitive null 

hypotheses (G()(,llIHlI alld Bllhllll<lllll 20(7) (see also Section 1.:3.2.2). Essentially SAM-GS 

tests whether a gene set is significantly associated with the phenotype of interest using gene 

expression information from the genes in that gene set alone. This can result in a long list of 

significant gene sets containing many, or all gene sets (Dillll (., ill. 20(7), which might hinder 

biological interpretation in the same way that a lengthy list of genes from a differential 

expression analysis can. Therefore despite their rigorous statistical formulations, methods 

such as SA:t-.1-GS may be off the mark in terms of biologists' requirements. 

Original dataset: unique GSA results 

APOPTOSIS 
APOPTOSIS GEN~IAPP 
APOPTOSIS-KEGG 
CELLCYCLEPATHWAY 
CHE~IlCALPATHWAY 

FSH HUMAN GRANULOSA UP 
GIPi\"rIIWAY -
HSA0521g BLADDER CANCER 
HSP27PAT-HWAY -
IL4PATH\\'AY 
P53 BRCAI UP 
HAC-'-CYCDPATHWAY 
SA FAS SIGNALING 

Reduced dataset: unique GSA results 

ADIP VS FIIlRO DN 
BCNU- GCiO~IA i\IG~IT 4~HRS UP 
BRCAI S\\'480 [)N - -
BREAST CANCER ESTROGEN SIGNALING 
DAC PANC50 UP - -
DNA - DAMAGE SIGNALING 
DRUG RESISTA."ICE AND ~IETABOLISM 
G2PATHWAY --

HSA05040 HUNTINGTONS DISEASE 
OXSTRESS BREASTCA UP 
PAHP KO -UP 
PASS~:RINI- APOPTOSIS 
SA DIACYLGLYCEHOL SIGNALING 
SHEPAHD NEG HEG OF CELL PHOLIFEHATION 

- - - - -

Table 4.3: SAM-GS results indicating functional gene sets (MSigDB:C2) significantly enriched 
in the expression patterns of NCI-60 cancer cell lines with wild-type p53, compared to those 
of p53 mutants. Only those terms exclusive to the results obtained from either the original or 
paralog-reduced list are shown. A threshold of FDR :s: 0.001 was used to determine significance. 

To benchmark the performance of SAM-GS against GSEA, Dillll (.j al. (2007) reanalysed 

the 'p53 status' dataset of Slllm'llllillliall ('( al. (20W») discussed in Section -1.2.2.2. They 

used SAr..I-GS to analyse this dataset and identify MSigD13 (see Section 1,:3.1) gene sets 

exhibiting bi-directional expression change across a two-class phenotype, defined by the 

presence or absence of the wild-type p53 gene. The results of our SAM-GS analysis using 
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the original and paralog-reduced datasets are shown in TableL~. Here we focus on the 

most important gene sets satisfying the stricter significance threshold of FDR ~ 0.001, as 

the original authors' threshold of FDR ~ 0.01 resulted in about one hundred significant 

terms in each case. 

As discussed in SectionL 1. 2, the transcription factor p53 plays an important role 

in the cellular response to DNA damage. I3ecause cells in cancerous tissue possess 

mutations in their DNA, up-regulation of p53 and other downstream 'MSigDI3:C2:

DNA_DAMAGE_SIGNALING' genes is to be expected for such cells with the wild-type. 

The wild-type p53 protein also has the ability to arrest cells with damaged DNA at partic

ular points in the cell-cycle to avoid copying of these errors and provide time for their repair 

(L()di~h ('j HI. 20(1). This anti-proliferative effect of wild-type p53 is evident in the sig

nificance of the 'MSigDB:C2:SHEP ARD _ NEG _ REG _ OF _ CELL _ PROLIFERATION' 

gene set, described as containing human genes whose orthologs in zebra fish negatively 

regulate cell proliferation. Another interesting significantly enriched gene set unique to 

the paralog-reduced dataset is the 'MSigDI3:C2:DRUG _ RESIST ANCE _ AND _ META

BOLIS~r gene set. The findings of Bmlz e( a!. (IDDD), which seem to corroborate this 

result, show that the presence of mutations affecting p53 in human cancer cells renders 

them resistant to certain drugs used in cancer therapy. 

These results show that despite the statistical validity of the procedure used in SAM-GS, 

removing paralogous relationships in the data can elucidate novel and biologically plausible 

hypotheses in the form of significantly enriched gene sets not found in the original dataset. 

Although we have only performed this analysis for SAM-GS, these results indicate that 

Indygene is likely to have utility when used in conjunction with other GSA methods in the 

same category. Univ
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Concluding Remarks 

GSA oftcn rcprcscnts thc first attcmpt to makc biological scnsc of thc data obtaincd from 

a microarray experiment. These methods offcr a powcrful approach as they leverage large 

amounts of previously ohtained scientific knowlcdgc (gcne sets) with the goal of generating 

hypotheses regarding new data. This can proceed in a self-reinforcing way, as results 

from one microarray GSA can become part of the background knowlcdge used to perform 

another. Promising hypothescs from such analyses are usually investigated by means of 

further experimentation and therefore the accuracy of results from GSA has a direct impact 

on the amount of time, effort, money and success associated with the overall study. ~Te 

investigated the effect of paralogs on the results from GSA as we suspected that their 

presence might affect the ability to accurately identify the most important sets of genes 

for subsequent research. 

As expected, we found that paralogs tend to have correlated expression pattems. This 

is at odds with the explicit assumption of gene expression independence made by many 

GSA methods and we found that this contradiction significantly affects results from these 

analyses. To study this issue we developed the Indygene tool, which efficiently removes 

paralogous relationships from a given dataset and we found that such a reduction, per

formed prior to GSA, has the ability to generate novel and biologically plausible hypothe

ses not otherwise obtained. This was demonstrated for three different GSA approachcs 

(Gol'vIiner, GSEA, SAM-GS) when applied to the reanalysis of previously published mi

croarmy datasets and !:mggests that the Indygcnc tool has utility when used in conjunction 
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with a broad range of methods. 

However Indygene should be regarded as a temporary alternative in the absence of more 

sophisticated approaches for dealing with the dependencies between genes in such anal

yses. Instead of avoiding invalid assumptions by performing ad hoc gene removal, new 

GSA methods could attempt to model gene-gene dependencies directly. We argue that 

future GSA methods should behave in such a way that the weight of evidence implicating 

a particular biological process based on the coordinated expression change of the partici

pating members is greater when they are evolutionarily distinct as opposed to when they 

are related. This may warrant a Bayesian statistical approach to GSA where the prior 

probability that paralogs exhibit coordinated expression change is greater than that of 

unrelated genes. 

Also, it may be useful to adopt a systems biological approach to GSA where the role and 

relative contribution of each gene in a biological pathway or process is taken into account. 

Traditional approaches treat all genes in a gene set as equally important indicators of 

the (in)activation of a particular biological process. However from studies of biological 

pathway dynamics and control we know that this is not the case and it may be beneficial 

to somehow incorporate this information into the analysis of expression data. 

Finally, the authors of GSA tools often fail to explicitly state the assumptions of the models 

that they use and this can result in researchers missing important caveats of the tools. To 

prevent confusion and misinterpretation of GSA results, model assumptions should be 

explicitly stated and more effort should be made to determine their real-world biological 

validity. Univ
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strict cut-off approaches (see Section 1.3.2.1), however GoMiner has proven to be one of the 

most popular tools with over 400 academic citations to date (( ;ooglc I llC. 2()()~). In an up

dated version of the tool (High-Throughput GoMiner), Z(,(,j)('rg et HI. (20()f») demonstrated 

the tool's utility by applying it in the interpretation of a novel dataset including the gene 

expression response of a patient with CVID (see Sectiont 1.2). Once again employing 

GoMiner, we reanalysed the CVID dataset using the original and paralog-reduced gene 

lists. However these gene lists were nearly identical, because the relatively low number of 

3968 unique genes detected on the printed microarrays possessed few paralogous relation

ships. Therefore the two sets of results obtained using GoMiner were essentially equivalent 

with no significant discrepancies. 

As a more substantial comparison, we used the human airway epithelial cell transcriptorne 

dataset of Spira d al. (200-J). The authors used Gol\1iner to find terms in the GO Molecular 

Function ontology that were associated with genes expressed in the airway epithelial cells 

of healthy never-smokers, and therefore also associated with these cells' normal functioning 

(see Section 1.1.2). We repeated the analysis using the original and paralog-reduced gene 

lists and terms from the GO I3iological Process ontology. Using the same P-value cut-off 

of (} = 0.05 used by Spira <'l al. (20()4), over 130 GO terms were found to be significant in 

both cases. Table -J.l shows only those terms exclusive to the results obtained from either 

the original or paralog-reduced list. 

A lI111nher of int erestillg GO biological process tenus were onl~' found I () be significant whell 

GoMiner was applied to the paralog-reduced dataset. Their role in the normal functioning 

of airway epithelial cells seems plausible given the supporting evidence in the literature. 

For instance Bahikl'l pI al. (19!HJ) found that the human lung plays an important role in 

maintaining 'cholesterol homeostasis' (GO:0042632) by the elimination of cholesterol as 

cholestenoic acid. Also, it is well known that smoking is associated with increased HDL 

cholesterol levels (Garrisoll ('I a I. I !)78) , possibly explained by the malfunctioning of this 

homeostatic process caused by exposure to tobacco smoke. 

Prostaglandins are a major product of airway epithelium and different types are in

volved in functions such as bronchodilation and bronchoconstriction. Namely, endogenous 

Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) has been found to control the latter (I'il\'()\(! dlld '!'<lttnsli{'ld 

I!lQS). It is therefore not surprising that 'prostaglandin metabolic process' (GO:0006693) 

and its parent term 'prostanoid metabolic process' (GO:0006692) were found to be over-
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